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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
Characteristics and features that Nebraska farm families would like to
have if they were building new houses:
About: 85 percent would like houses of five, six or seven rooms
About: 25 percent would like five rooms
40 percent would like six rooms
20 percent would like seven rooms
About: 80 percent would like one-story houses
Of those preferring more than one story
About: 90 percent would like one or more bedrooms
downstairs
95 percent would like the bathroom downstairs
if they had no other lavatory
About: 95 percent would like a sloping roof
90 percent regard a basement or cellar as necessary
85 percent would like (l) central heating system (2) one or
more porches (3) a spare bedroom
70 percent would like a separate coat closet near the
entrance
65 percent would like a separate dining rooml
60 percent would like the house and drive so planned that
callers would come to the back door
40 percent would heat the whole house
50 percent would like a first-floor workrooml
Selected activities that are related to housing needs of farm families:
Food preparation and meal service
About: 95 percent have no more than two persons working in the
kitchen for everyday tasks
99 percent do some baking
90 percent usually serve meals to no more than six persons
90 percent would like to serve meals in the kitchen
65 percent would like to serve more than six people in the
dining room
Food preservation
About: 99 percent can, freeze, dry, or pickle some foods
95 percent would like to prepare food and process it in the
same place
55 percent have round water bath containers in the house
75 percent make and store lard
40 percent cut up meat in the farmhouse
'ffrir ngr.e was obtained by combining the percentage of homemakers who said
the feature "should be included by all means" with the percentage of those who
said it would be "desirable" but might be left out if resources were limited.
Laundering
About: 95 percent do all their laundry at home
70 percent would like to dry laundry in the basement
50 percent would like to wash in the basement
Sewing
About: 90 percent do some sewing (more than hand mending) at
home
Farm work and business requirements in the house
About: 85 percent would like some space provided for farm
business
75 pe-rcent would be satisfied with a desk for that purpose,
do not want a separate room
75 percent prepare eggs for market
65 percent have churns or household scales to store
60 percent prepare some cream for market
40 percent store some seed
Hospitality, leisure and play
About: 95 percent enrertain groups of some kind (half of these
entertain groups of 15 or more)
98 percent entertain overnight guests
99 percent want to be able to entertain overnight guests
Possession of selected household furnishings and equipment:
About: 100 percent have radios
90 percent have console sewing machines
65 percent have wood or coal ranges
60 percent have nonautomatic electric washers
50 percent have electric refrigerators
25 percent have gas ranges
20 percent have gas or kerosene refrigerators
20 percent have electric vacuum cleaners
I5 percent have electric ranges
Shortcomings of farmhouses in Nebraska:
About 100 percent do not have an electric dishwasher
100 percent do not have an electric ironer
100 percent do not have a gas or electric clothes dryer
95 percent do not have a food freezer
85 percent do not have an electric mixer
60 percent do not have gas or elecric range
75 percent lack bathrooms
75 percent lack a central heating system
70 percent have fewer than one clothes closet for each bed_
room in the house
65 percent do not have both electricity and running water
60 percent lack running water
45 percent lack basements with finished walls and floors
35 percent lack electricity
15 percent lack adequate number of bedrooms on the basis
of household size and composition
Differences in housirig needs and preferenies of farm families within
Nebraska:
By type of farming area (the state wa$ divided into five areas on the
basis of type of farming, figure I l):
(The Northeast and South Central areas of Nebraska varied only
slightly from the stare as a whole in needs and preferences.)
More farm families in the North Central area thtn in any other
area
lack electricity
lack a spare bedroom
lack a basement
lack clothes closets
Fewer families in the North Central area
prefer cenrral heating
prefer a basement
Fewer farm families in the Southeast area
live in one-story houses
prefer to live in a one-story house
prefer a utility room
More farm families in the Southeast area
prefer a fireplace
prefer a second-floor deck
By income:
More farm families with incomes under $9,000 when conffasted with
those having higher incomes
have small houses
lack running water
lack a bathroom
lack central heating
Fewer farm families with low incomes
prefer a new house with space for farm business
prefer a sewing room
prefer a fireplace
prefer a lavatory in addition to a bathroom
prefer a first-floor workroom
More farm families with low incomes
prefer a front porch
By type of farm operation:
More full- or part-owner operators than renters have
a bathroom
running water
central heating
7
Little or no difference exists between owner and renter families
in preferences for new houses
in activities carried on in the farmhouse
By type of family:
Significant differences among family types are associated with in-
crease and decrease in family size in relation to
characteristics of the houses occupied
family possessions
family activities carried on in the farmhouse
homemakers' housing preferences
Differences between Nebraska and the North Central Region:
(Although there was a significant difierence in many instances
the difierence was in amount or degree and not in preference
or need.)
More Nebraska families than North Central Regional families
rent the farms they operate
are cash grain or livestock farmers
have separate dining rooms
have basements with finished walls
More Nebraska families than North Central Regional families
prefer
one-story house
glassed-in porch
a work porch
coat closet for gr.rests
guests to enter back door
fewer rooms than in present house
bedroom downstairs
not to heat a1l rooms
More Nebraska families than North Central Regional families
bake cakes, quick breads, yeast breads andyeast rolls
serve meals in the kitchen and dining room
preserve fruits and vegetables
do some sewing
handle eggp for market in the house
handle cream for market in the house
store seed in the house
entertain family and farm groups
Farm Family Housing Needs and
Preferences in Nebraska
VrncrNra Y. Tno,rrrn2 eNo Mencenrr I. Lrsrou3
INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Study
qoME FARM FAMrLros in Nebraska want to build new houses. ManyL/ others are planning to remodel.a These families will be asking
architects, engineers, builders, contractors, and dealers for plans that
meet their needs. Thus, farmhouse plans should be developed that
provide for the basic needs of all farm families and that are adaptable
to special requirements of some families.
This bulletin reports the results of a survey of Nebraska farm
family preferences, activities and possessions as they are related to
housing needs. The study was part of a cooperative research project
for the improvement of farm family housing in the North Central
Region. It was coordinated with the survey of "Farm Housing Needs
and Preferences in the North Central Region" that was compleied and
reported in 1951.5
The purpose of the study in Nebraska was three-fold:
l. To interpret the housing needs of farm families of the state in
terms of:
a. Some of the physical characteristics of the farm dwellings cur-
rently occupled;
b. Features farm families would like in a new house if they were
building one;
c. Activities carried on in farmhouses that require special space
and equipment;
d. Statements of family members concerning preferred places
in the house for carrying on specified activities; and
e. Possessions farm families have that require space for storage.
2. To determine the difierence in housing needs and preferences
of farm families residing in different areas of the state, and of
2 Assistant f{ome Economist, Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station.
3 Professor and Head of the Department of Home Management, Iowa Agricultural
Experiment Station.1At the time of the interviews, 16 percent of the respondents said they plannerl
to build within five years, 23 percent planned to remodel, and 6l percent did not
plan to do anything to their houses.
5 Farm Farnily Housing Needs and Preferences in the North Central Region,
North Central Regional Publication 20, Iowa State College, February, lg5l.
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those varying in family income, family composition and. farm
tenure.
3. To identify the ways in which the housing needs and. preferences
of farm families in Nebraska are different from tliose of the
North Central Region.
A Brief of Methods and procedure
Data for this study were obrained during l94g and 1949 by inter-
viewing the homemakers of 558 Nebraska firm families. Fifiy-seven
of these families had been selected as part of the sample for the survey
of housing needs and preferences of farm families in the North central
Rggion. The Statistical Laboratory ar Iowa State College drew an
additional sample using area sampling techniques, t" rrpfle-ent the
households included in the regional study in brder tha[ lnformation
from the Nebraska families might be representative of all farm familiesin the state.6 Figure I shows the distribution of the segments of the
sample. With a few exceptions, each segment represerti three house_
holds.
The data were used to make three kinds of observations. First, the
preferences, activities and possessions of Nebraska farm families are
described as they relate to housing needs. Second, the significant difier-
ences are noted between families difiering in type of farming area,
income, tenure, and family type in relation to iheir presenr h-ousing
conditions and their preferences and activities. Finaily, the ways ii
which the preferences and activities of Nebraska farm families are
similar to or difierent from those of the region are pointed out.
Characteristics of the I]niverse
The households and families. when the interviews were made,
the number of persons in the household was identicar to the numberin the family in about 90 percent of the caseq (table l). only about
one tenth of the households included persons who were not reiated to
the head such as hired help and roomers. Because the households and
families were usually the same, these terms will be used synonymously
in this report.
About three fourths of the families living in the open country of
Nebraska had two, three or four members (table l).t -Lers than one
sixth of them had as many as six persons.
_ 
6 for a detailed explanation of the methodology used, see Appendix E, FarmFam.ily Housing Needs anil Preferences in the North central Regi,oi, North central
Regional Publication 20, pages lll to IBZ, and pages lIb to 122 of this bulletin.
7 This statement and others that follow are based upon estimates made from the
sample_ chosen to represent the entire state. The sample consists of b5g randomly
selected Nebraska families.
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TasI-r l.*Distribution of farm families and households, by size, Nebraska and the
North Central Region.l
Percmtage of
families
Percentage of
households
Nebraska
N. C.
Region Nebraska
Percentage of families
same size as households
| *...
Nebraska J Resion
100.0 87.5
99.2 96.2
89.8 98.5
92.4 97.9
15.9 92.2
81.6 96.9
75.0 87.9
68.0 100.0
88.5 96.3
Number of persons
ol. .......................
Two .........................
Three .......................
Four .........................
Five .........................
Six .............................
Seven .......................
Eight or more.........
Total .......-...............
0.9
26.5
9qo
23.r
r2.8
1.5
90
3.4
100.0
24.0
23.r
2t.7
l3.l
7.4
3.7
4.3
100.0
0.5
9L9
990
2r.3
14.9
8.8
9()
4.5
100.0
N. C.
Region
2.4
23.3
23.5
2r.7
r2.7
7.e
4.2
4.3
100.0
1In this table and the others that follow the data for the North Central Region are reported
as well as those for Nebraska. The significant difierences in the findings for these two areas are
reported on pages 6l to 66.
About two thirds of the families included children under 19 years
of age (table 2). The adult families-those in which there were rro
children under 19 years-usually consisted of some combination of
adults other than young married couples in which the wife was under
35 years. Thus, the housing needs of growing families may present the
first line of attack on farm housing problems. Flowever, the fact that
older couples continue to live on farms presents another problem to
be considered.
TesLE 2.-Distribution of farm families, by family type, Nebraska and the North
Central Region.
Distdbution of families
Families including children under l9:
Families in which all children are
under 9 years ............
Families in which some children are
9 years or more .......
Total families with children
Families including no children under
19 (adult families) :
Single persons
Young couples (married couples in
which wife is under 35) . .
Older couples (married couples in
which wife is 35 or older) ...........
Other adult families
200
336
D.10
149
209
358
24
34
150
140
c
4t
89
67
26.7
c /.J
64.2
0.5
1,3
16.0
r2.0
35.8
r00.0
22.6
38.0
60.r)
2.7
:].9
17.0
15.8348 39.4
884 100.0
200
558Total families
r2
During the interviews, the homemakers were asked to give the
approximate family net income during 1947.8 According to these
responses, about two thirds of the families had incomes betwen $1,500
and $5,000 (table 3). About one fifth had incomes of $5,000 or more.
Tasr-r 3.-Distribution of farm families, by income, Nebraska and the North Central
Region.
Distribution of families
Nebraska Central RegionIncome class
Under $1,500 ........
$1,500 to $2,999....
$3,000 to $4,999 ....
$5,000 and over.....
No information ...
Total ..............
Pct.No.
54
198
190
107
I
558
9.7
35.4
34.1
t9.2
1.6
100.0
250
289
2r6
110
l9
884
28.3
32.7
24.4
12.4
00
100.0
The houses occupied. Many of ttre houses occupied by Nebraska
farm families did not have,some of the characteristics often assumed to
be desirable.e A bathroom, central heating, running water, clothes
closets, and a basement with finished walls and floors were the char-
acteristics which most houses lacked (table 4). These inadequacies of
Nebraska farmhouses point up some of the kinds of remodeling needed
to provide for comfortable, convenient, and healthful living.
Two thirds of the houses occupied by Nebraska families living in
the open country had more than one story (table B-li.to Most of the
houses had five, six, or seven rooms (table B-2).
8 They were asked to indicate which one of seven specified income groups best
represented the family's gross income minus business expenses, Although nine of
the homemakers were unable, or unwilling, to give accurate information, the per-
centages in table 3 probably indicate the general distribution of families by net
income.
. 
o The list of characteristics assumed to be desirable in farmhouses is based,
primarily, on two criteria. Some of the features are those which, in terms of the
present study, are preferred by the majority of Nebraska farm families. Others, such
as "at least one room per person," "adequate number of bedrooms," and "one
clothes closet per bedroom needed" represent features often accepted as requirements
for healthful living.
10 Table designations prefixed by letter B refer to tables in Appendix B, pages
70 to 94.
i
L
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Tasrr 4.-Characteristics of farmhouses relative to certain assumed requirements,
Nebraska and the North Central Region.
Percentage of farmhouses
meeting the requirement
specifiedAssumed requirements
Bathroom
Central heating system...,
Both electricity and run
Running water ...............
At least one clothes closet for each bedroom needed
by the household, excluding a spare bedroom.......
Basement or cellar with finished walls and floorsa.......
Spare bedroom
Electricity (high line or private plant)............................
Separate dining room...
Adequate number of bedrooms2..
At least one room per person in the household............
Nebraska North CmtralRegion
ning water
24.4
25.1
33.9
38.0
51.4
55.6
60.8
65.2
66.2
85.8
88.7
8r.3
27.1
35.9
37.6
62.7
45.1
58.6
72.4
5 /.t)
72.3
87.9
79.4Porch of some kind
1 Basements or cellars with walls and flmrs other than dirt.
2 For the purposes of this study, an adequate number oI bedrooms is defined as: not more
than two persons to a bedroom. with segregation of children of g yean or over by sex. Manied
couples, one parent and a child under 9 years, two brothers or two sisters, regardless of age, are
allowed a single room.
The farms operated. In 1948-49 about nine tenths of the Nebraska
families living in the open country were operating farms on a full-
or part-time basis (table 5). About 5 percent of the families com-
bined farming with another occupation and were classified as "part-
time operators." Those who were not farming may have had a small
garden plot and some poulfty or livesrock which yielded a limited
income, but their major income was from a source other than farm-
ing.tt
Of all the Nebraska families living in the open country, about rwo
fifths were operating only rented land, about one fourth owned all the
land operated, and about one sixth were farming both owned and
rented land. About three fourths of the farms opeiated were between
100 and 500 acres. The type of farming was almost equally distributed
between livestock, cash-grain and general farming.
11 A modification of the definition of a farm described in the lg45 Census of
Agriculture was used. A farm was any establishment of 3 acres or more on which
some agricultural operations rvere performed, or a smaller establishment if its agri-
cultural products in 1947, including both those sold and those produced for home
use, were valued at $250 or more. However, the question put to homemakers asked
only for the value of crops sold, at local market prices, so some households may have
been classified as nonfarm that u,ould have been regarded as farm under the census
definition.
t4
Tesr-r 5.-Distribution of open-country families, by type of operator, size of farm
and type of farm, Nebraska and the North Central Region.
Dishibution of families
North Central RegionCharacteristics of farms operated
Tenure:
Farm opeiator
Full-time:
FuIl owner .......
Part owner ...........................
Renter ...........
Manager
Part-time
Total full- and part-time
operators
Nonoperators
Total .............
Size of farm:
Ilnder l0 acres...............
10-99 acres
100-179 acres .................
180-259 acres ...............
260-499 acres.................
500-999 acres .................
1,000 acres and over.....
Acres not specified.......
ur-u., I Percent
90.9
9.1
-100.0
4.1
4.9Il8 23.2107 2t.t
r44 28.44S 9.744 8.60 0.0
--r,fr- roo.o
43.7
13.7
2r.7
I.5
1q 0
92.8
7.2
t00-0
5.6
23.3
27.3
17.0
13.8
4.6
r.7
6.7
386
t2r
192
13
I08
155
92
240
0
20
820
486
78
70
27.8
16.5
42.0
0.0
3.6
820
64
507
5l
-558
2r
24
884
46
l9l
q9L
139
113
38
t4
55
100.0
Type of farming:
General .....
Cash grain .
Livestock ...
Dairy .........
Specialty ...
Truck .........
Poultry .......
Part-time ...
Total
4 0.8 565 1.0 t200.0600.04
23 4.5 108
--Bfr- roo0 lZ0-
t77
137
t6l
35.0
27.0
3r.7
59.3
9.5
8.5
6.8
1.5
0.7
0.5
13.2
CHARACTERISTICS PREI"ERRED IN A NEW FARMHOUSE
In order to design a farmhouse suited to the interests of Nebraska
farm families, it is important to have information about the char-
acteristics that families prefer. In the present study, homemakers were
asked many questions about what they would want in a new farmhouse
if they were building one.
General Characteristics
Number of stories. Regardless of the number of stories in the
houses they occupied at the time of the interview, most families said
they would prefer to live in a one-story house (figure 2, and table B-2).
l5
ONE
STORY
ONE AND
ONE HALF
9TORIES
TWO
STOR,IE5
OTHER
ot53045607590
PERCENTAGE OF 55E FAMILIES
Frcuna 2.-Families having and preferring specified number of stories in a farmhouse.
From the information obtained from the 558 homemakers, it may be
estimated that12
About: 80 percent of all the open-country families in Nebraska wanted houses
of one story; 30 percent actually had houses of one story
20 percent wanted houses with more than one story; 65 percent had
houses rvith more than one story
12 The "about" that introduces every such statement should be interpreted as
meaning "within 3 or 4 percentage points above or below" the stated percentage. If
the base for the percentages is only part of the 558 households, the confidence
interval must be widened. For instance, if the size of the sample is reduced to
one fourth, the confidence interval will be approximately doubled. Estimates of the
percentages of the families rvho would want specified combinations in a six-room
house are based on the replies of th'e 222 homemakers who said they would like to
have houses of thar size if they 'u,ere building. The "about" in statements based
on their replies means "within 5 or 6 percentage points above or belorv." A similar
widening of the interval is necessary if we want to make estimates with a degree of
confidence higher than 95 percent-that is, if we want to be able to say, "The per-
centage for the universe sampled falls between these limits unless a one-in-a-hundred
chance came off in the sampling" instead of "unless a one-in-twenty chance came off."
A difference of 5 points or less between the percentages reported may not repre-
sent a difference in the universe represented by the sample. It was found, for
instance, that 27 percent of the 558 households operated cash grain farms, and 31.7
percent operated livestock farms, Using the 95 percent confidence intervals for
2.3 pRESENT
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Number of rooms.l8 If Nebraska farm families could have new
houses about 40 percent would build a six-room house, while 25 percent
would prefer a five-room house, 20 percent a seven-room house, and l0
percent each would like four rooms or fewef, or eight rooms or more
(figure 3).
FOUR OR
FEWER
FIVE
stx
EEVEN
EI6HT OR
/vloRE
ot53045
PERCENTAGE OF 55E FAAAILIES
Frcunr, 3.-Families having and preferring specified number of rooms in a farmhouse.
sample size 1000 from Snedecor, George lv., stati,stical Methods, table l.l (1g46),
we estimate that befiveen 25 and 30 percent of the households in the population
operated cash grain farms, and between B0 and 85 percent operated livesio& farms.rf each of those intervals is represented by the muliiple of 5 included in it, we may
say that "about 30 percent of all the households operated cash grain farms, and
about 35 percent operated livestock farms." It is possible, however,"that if all of thefarm families in the state had been interviewei, we would have found that the
number of cash grain farms and the number of livestock farms were about the
same. That is, the difieren.. foyl-g in the sampre was not great enough to rule outthe "null hypothesis"-rhe possibility that there were the sime numb"er of the twokinds of farms in the universe.
13 Homemakers were asked not to consider cost but to express the number of
rooms it would take to meet their family needs most adequatelj, (besides bathroom)if they were building new homes.
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When the homemakers were asked if they were satisfied with the
number of rooms in their present house, and if they were not, what
rooms they would like to add or do without, it appeared that
About: 55 percent of the families were satisfied with the number of rooms
they had
25 percent would like to have more rooms
20 percent would like to have fewer rooms (table B-3)
Farm families living in six- or seven-room houses were more often
satisfied with their homes than families living in four-, five- or eight-
room houses. Of the homemakers who said they would like to change
the number of rooms in their houses approximately half indicated the
need for more rooms.
About: 75 percent would like another bedroom
20 percent would like a dining room
20 percent would like a living room
70 percent would like some other room, such as work or utility room
(table B-4)
The remaining 120 families did not need as many rooms as they had.
About 95 percent of these would like to remove a bedroom.
From the foregoing observations it is evident that farmhouses
should be planned so that room areas are more flexible and may be
shifted from one use to another.
Roof styles and attics. The homemakers were shown sketches of
two houses of the same size and general plan, one with a sloping roof,
and the other with a flat roof (table B-5). The sloping roof was much
preferred by Nebraska farm families. An attic was not as important as
sOme other features.
About: 90 percent preferred a sloping roof
5 percent preferred a flat roof
5 percent were undecided
35 percent would like to have an attic
Basement. Almost all of the families (about 95 percent) considered
a basement important when building a new home (tables B-5 and 8-6).
People who had houses with basements seemed to like them.
About: 90 percent of those who had houses with basements considered them
necessary
75 percent of those who did not have a basement considered a base-
ment necessary
l0 percent of those who had a basement considered it nice but not
necessary
15 percent of those who did not have a basement thought it would be
nice to have, but not necessary
2 percent of those who had a basement would not want to spend
money for one
l8
I0 percent did not have a basement and did not want to spend money
for one.
The reason for wanting a basement was to have a place for washing
and space for storage and a central heating plant.
Porches. Porches are an important feature to Nebraska farm
{amilies. The majority (about 85 percent) of the families preferred a
glassed- or screened-in porch; a glassed-in porch was the favorite. More
families preferred back porches than front porches. Only about 35
percent preferred both a back and front porch. A south exposure was
most often preferred for a back porch, and an east exposure for the
front porch. Ten percent preferred a side porch, with either a south
or east exposure,
Room combinations. Preferences concerning the kinds of rooms
in a farmhouse were obtained in two ways. First, all homemakers were
asked to specify the kinds of rooms they would like in a four- and a
five-room house. Second, each homemaker was asked to specify the
number of rooms and the room combinations she would prefer if her
family were to build a house soon. From the replies, particular pre-
ferences for specified room combinations were observed. These may be
used as a guide for designing houses for farm family living.
In a four-room house, the 558 homemakers liked the same room
combinations as did the homemakers who said they would like to build
a four-room house. It can therefore be estimated that if farm families
had to get along with only four roorns
About:80riiffi 
lx;'f,JiliJ,lili?:li;#x;*"'(T"ti"u1..''n"'arivins
95 percent would want two bedrooms (table 7).
In a five-room house, the room combinations preferred by all home-
makers, and those preferred by the 138 homemaker's wanting to build
a five-room house, were generally the same. Most families desired a
kitchen, dining room, living room or living-dining room combination,
with one or two bedrooms (tables 6 and 7). In some cases a workroom
rvas desired. A more complete picture of the open-country preferences
for room combinations in a five-room house appears below.
On the basis of
the preferences
of the 188
hommaken
About: 50 percent
30 percent
65 percent
20 percent
On the basis of
the preferences
of all 558
hommakers
30 percent
30 percent
45 percent
l5 percent
Room combinations
would want a kitchen, dining room, living
room, and two bedrooms
would make no provision for a
dining room
would want two bedrooms (most of
others would want three)
would include some "other" rooms
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Workrooms or utility rooms were the most frequently named
rooms" (table 8).
More Nebraska farm families wanted six-room houses than houses
of any other size. Room preferences for the six-room house and the
five'room house were generally the same.
About: 70 percent preferred a separate living room (tabte 7) ; the rest would
combine living room and dining room
70 percent would have a separate dining room
85 percent would have three bedrooms
l0 percent would have two bedrooms
40 percent would have some "other" room
30 percent would have a workroom (table 8)
5 percent would have a den or study
There were 106 farm families who would like to Iive in a seven-
room house. The preferences of these families indicated that
About: 25 percent would want a kitchen, dining room, living room, two or
three bedrooms and some other room or rooms (table 6)
40 percent would want a kitchen, dining room, living room and four
bedrooms
90 percent would want a separate dining room (table 7)
50 percent would want three bedrooms
40 percent would want a workroom (table 8)
. l0 percent would rvant a den
15 percent would want a sewing room
Only 36 families wanted an eight-room house. An analysis of the
preferences for more rooms indicated that
About: 90 percent would have a dining room
65 percent would have four bedrooms
' 15 percent would have three bedrooms
65 percent would include a workroom (table 8)
Dens and sewing rooms were the most desired "other" roorrls.
Location of bedrooms and bathrooms. To obtain a rrue picture
of the kinds of houses Nebraska farm families desire, it was important
to determine the location of 'the preferred rooms and the room com-
binations. Only 20 percent of the farm families wanted a two-story
house; however, the number of stories does influence the location of
the bedrooms and bathroom in a house.
Of the families desiring a two-story house, about 90 percenr would
like at least one bedroom downsrairs (table 9). The presence of an ad-
ditional lavatory in a two-story house influences the preference for
location of the bathroom. About 95 percent of the families would
locate the bathroom on the first floor if the house did not have an
additional lavatory, while about 60 percent would locate the bathroom
downstairs even with a lavatory in the house (table 9).
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About 90 percent of the families preferred to keep medicines and.
first aid supplies_in the bathroom; the remaining famities (with few
exceptions) would keep them in the kitchen ltable B-9).
Heating systems and fuels. Most families would want a central
heating system if they were to build a new house.
central heating was defined in terms of the kind of system desired,
and the{uel preferred (table l0). Oil was the mosr popular fuel.
_ _ f-vail:lbility of fuel seems ro influence the kind preferred (table
!- 12"): The few families 
_who expressed a preference foi wood proLablydid so because it was readily available.
Replies of the homemakers in the sample indicated that
About: 45 percenr preferred oil
20 percent preferred gas
15 percent preferred coal
20 percent preferred wood or a combination of fuels
' Heating the entire house was not as important to the families as
might be expected. About 35 percent preferred to heat all of the
rooms and about 35 perceut preferred to heat only the kitchen, dining
room and /or living room (table B-l 3).
Special Characteristics
Location of men's wash-up area. The wash-up area is important to
mosr farm families. The preferred location of this area variid. rf the
farmhouse had a bathroom, about B0 percent would use it as the wash-
up area. The remaining 70 percent would have a special wash-up area,
or would use the back porch or basement for this purpose. Fewer
than 5 percent preferred the kitchen for this.activity.
{lthgugh every family needs a barhroom, about 15 percenr of thefamilies interviewed did not have one. rt seemed pertinant to find out
where these families would locate a wash-up arei. About 35 percent
would use a special washroom or lavatory, and about 25 perceni would
use the back porch. About 20 percent felt they would hive no alterna-
tive except to use the kitchen (table l l).
Guest entrance and coat closets. Most of the families (about g5
percent) used the back door as a guest entrance (table l2).
About: 40 percent wanted guests to use the back door
40 percent wanted them to use the front door
15 percent wanted them to use a side door
- 
A separate coat closet for wraps worn to town was preferred by
about 70 percent of the homemakers. one third of the iamilies pre.
ferred that the coat closet be near the front entrance, and one fourth
preferred it near the back entrance. The remaining families preferred
a number of difierent locations for the closet.
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TesLs I2.-Family preference for entrance to be used by guests, by e[trance used
at Present.
Enhance used
by guests
at present
Percentage of families pr€fening that
guests use specified entrance
Other and
no infor-
mation
Families
reporting
Pct.
Back 477Front 32Side 44
Other and noinformation 5
85.5
5.1
7.9
46.3
3.1
9.0
0.9 00.0 00.0 00.0 100.0
38.8
96.9
2.3
ll.5 3.400.0 0.088.7 0.0
100
100
I00
t00
Total North
Central Region 884 t 00.0 24.5 57.9 15.2 1009L
View from kitchen window. Htmemakers varied in their Prefer-
ences for view from the kitchen window.
25 percent would like to see the farm buildings (table B-ll)
35 percent would like more than one view
15 percent would like to see tJre road
l0 percent would like to see the drive
Pantries and fireplaces. A pantry and a fireplace were not con-
sidered important housing features by most of the farm families inter-
viewed. About 25 percent desired a pantry; half of these would use
the space for storage (table B-5). Only about 30 percent of the families
desired a fireplace in a new home (table B-5).
Other features. Homemakers were asked what other special features
were so important that they would hesitate to build a house without
including them. Most often mentioned was "adequate storage space."
Special storage spaces most frequently mentioned were built-in cup-
boards and arrangements for muddy clothes, boots, and children's toys.
flomemakers' Ratings of Selected Characteristics of Farmhouses
All farm families prefer certain special features. To any family
some features are more important than others. Each homemaker was
asked to rate certain features in relation to their importance to her
family. The ratings were as follows:
"1" if you believe they should be included by all means,
"2" if desirable but might be left out if resources are limited,
"3- if. the feature could be omitted without much disadvantage to
family living.
The ratings are rePorted in table 13.
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FAMILY ACTIVITIXS IN TARMHOUSES
Activ,ities carried on in the house are an important factor in plan-
ning a house to fit family needs. The activities Nebraska farm families
were asked about were: (l) food preparation, preservation and meal
service; (2) laundering; (3) sewing; (4) farm and home business, includ-
ing the handling of produce for market; and (5) hospitality, leisure and
play.'4 In order to do further research on basic space needs, it is im-
portant to know what activities are carried on in the house.
Food Preparation, Preservation and Meal Service
Number of persons working in the kitchen. Nebraska farm home-
makers cook family meals,' wash dishes, preserve food, and cook for
more than the family members. The homemakers were asked how
many persons worked in the kitchen when carrying on their specified
tasks (figure 4). Most kitchens that provide adequate working area
for two people would be crowded for occasional entertaining of large
SrouPS.
Baking. Baking plays an important role in the lives of Nebraska
farm homemakers. Because baking takes considerable storage and
working space, the homemakers were asked how frequently they made
pies, cakes, cookies, quick breads, yeast and yeast breads, and in what
quantities (table B-14).
About: 95 percent baked pies
95 percent baked cakes
. 85 percent baked cookies or doughnuts
90 percent baked quick bread
80 percent baked yeast rolls
75 percent baked yeast bread
Knowing the number that prepare baked products was not sufficient
to determine the amount of space needed to caffy on these activities. It
was also important to know the amount of these products baked at
one tiine and how often baking was done.
Atrout: 70 percent baked pie four or more times a month
70 pircent baked cake four or more times a month
80 percent baked quick bread four or more times a month
la Children's activities and those adult activities related to children were omitted,
not because they were regarded as unimportant, but because the complexity of the
problem makes a separate study necessary. A study, Hou,ses lor Farm Families with
Children, Kansas Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 365, June 1954, is now
available.
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COOK ING
FAMILY
MEALS
wAslllNG
DISHES
CANNING
AND
PRESERVIN6
COOKING FOR
MORE TI{AN
THE FAMILY
PERCENTAGE OF 558 FAMILTES
ONE PERSON
TWO PER,SONS
TI,IREE PER,EONS OR, MORE
NO INFORMATION
Frcunr 4.-Distribution of families, by number working in the kitchen.
60 percent baked yeast bread four or more times a month
50 percent baked yeast rolls four or more times a month
45 percent baked cookies or doughnuts four or more times a month
Cakes, pies and quick breads were more often baked one at a time,
but cookies and loaves of bread were baked in larger quantities (table
B-15).
Meal service. When serving regular family meals, only about I0
percent of the families seated more than six people, while about 30
percent served meals to more than four people (table B-16).
About: 90 percent had room for some in the kitchen
25 percent had room for more than six in the kitchen
10 percent had room for nine or more in the kitchen
Some of
(table B-17).
About:
65 percent had room for some in the dining room
65 percent had room for more than six in the dining room
50 pErcent had room for more than eight in.the dining room
20 percent had room for more than ten in the dining room
the homemakers were not satisfied with their dining space
10 percent would like to be able to seat more people in the kitchen
l0 percent would prefer to have less seating space in the kitchen
20 percent would like to be able to seat more people in the dining
room
l0 percent would prefer to have less space in the dining room
About 60 percent of the homemakers preferred to serve meals in
both the kitchen and the dining room, while.abour 15 percent pre-
ferred to serve meals in the kitchen and some other part of the house(table B-18). Only about 20 percent of the families wanred ro serve
both family and company meals in the kitchen. These may be im-
portant considerations for families building new houses or remodeling
old ones.
Inadequate storage for wet dishtowels, garbage and trash is an
irritation to most homemakers. Provision should be made for ap-
propriate storage of these items. The replies of the homemakers inter-
viewed indicated that
About: 50 percent needed space for one or two dishtowels
45 percent, for three or four
2 percent, for five or six
About 65 percent of the homemakers would like some kind of
garbage container in the kitchen. Many of the families wanted to take
refuse to poultry or farm animals as soon as possible. The size of the
can varied from I to 5 gallons for most {amilies (table B-19). About
80 percent of the families wanted a trash container holding up to b
gallons. The kitchen was the preferred place for this container. Fami-
lies preferring the trash container on the porch or workroom wanted
a container larger than 5 gallons (table B-20).
Preservation. Most of the families. did some kind of canning,
freezing, drying or pickling (table B-21).
About: I00 percent preserved fruit
95 percent preserved vegetables
95 percent preserved fruit and vegetables
40 percent preserved meat
35 percent preserved fruit, vegetables and meat
5 percent preserved poultry
The homemakers were asked how much working space they needed
for canning. The interviewer measured the amount of space the home-
maker said she needed. This square footage was converted into a
32
length of counter 2 feet wide (table B-22). The amount of space desired
by the homemakers differed widely.
About: l0 percent wanted less than 7 feet
25 percent wanted less than 9 feet
55 percent wanted less than l1 feet
80 percent wanted less than 13 feet
The kitchen and the basement were used by most homemakers for
canning. The homemakers preferred to use a workroom, kitchen, or
basement (figures 5 and 6). Space for storing equipment used in food
processing should be considered when planning farmhouses (table 14).
NO FOOD
PPESEPVED
KITCHEN
BASEMENT
WORKROOM
OTHER
o lo 20 304q^ 50 69 7q 80
PERCENTAGE OF 558 FAMILIES
Frcuns 5.-Present and preferred locations for preparing food for preservation.
Most of the families (about 95 percent) preferred to prepare the
food and process it in the same room, regardless of the location.
About: 40 percent would center all canning activities in the kitchen
20 percent would prefer a workroom (table B-23)
About: 60 percent stored canned food in the basement
90 percent would prefer to store it there (table B-24)
Meat cutting and lard making. About 35 percent of Nebraska farm
families cut some meat in the house (table B-25). A similar'proportion
would like to have space provided for this activity in a new house.
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PERCENTAGE OF 558 FAMILIES
Frcunr 6.-Present and preferred locations for processing food.
The amount of meat cut at home varied from a few pounds to over
800 pounds.
About two thirds of the families who render lard made 4 to 12
gallons at one butchering (table B-26). Amounts of lard rendered were
smaller for families who had butchering or rendering done at the
locker plant. In spite of the fact that locker plants trimmed the fat
for about half of the homemakers, about 90 percent continued to store
lard at home. Most of the families preferred not to use locker space
for lard storage (table B-27).
Laundering
About 99 percent of the homemakers did their laundry at home.
Space for this activity should be seriously considered in planning
houses to meet the needs and activities of farm families.
Preferred locations for washing. The most frequently used loca-
tions for doing the laundry were the porch, a detached washhouse, the
basement and kitchen (table B-28 and figure 7). However, if they had
a choice, the homemakers preferred to do the laundry in the basement
or in a workroom. Some specified a basement or a detached washhouse
because they did not want the clutter of laundering in the main part
of the house.
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Frcuxe 7.-Present and preferred locations for rvashing and ironing in winter. (Other
locations now use<1 for washing in winter include porch, 29.6 Percent, and de-
tached washhouse, 22.2 percent. other locations now used for ironing in
winter include dining room, 24 Percent; living room, 8'2 percent; and bedroom,
l.l percent. other locations preferred for ironing in winter include dining
room, 13.4 percent; Iiving room,3.9 percent; and bedroom,0'2 percent')
preferred location for ironing. More families ironed in the kitchen
than in any other place (figure 7).
About: 50 percent ironed in the kitchen
25 percent ironed in the dining room
l0 p,ercent ironed in the living room
With sufiicient space and suitable room arrangement
About: 55 percent would iron in the kitchen
15 percent would iron in a workroom
l0 percent would iron in the dining room
5 percent would iron in the living room
5 percent would iron in the basement
Preferred locations for storage of soiled clothes. About 50 percent
of the families specified "other" or "miscellaneous" locations for soiled
clothing contain;rs, and abour 20 percent of the families who preterred
a certain room such as bathroom, bedroom, basement or workroom
specified two locations (table B-29). The data obtained are too varied
tb indicate that one or two locations was actually preferred.
Containers for soiled clothing valied with the location Preferred
PREsENTT--l
PREFER,R,ED I
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for the storage. If the bathroom was specified, about 90 percent of
the families preferred a hamper. If the basement was desired, about
75 percent preferred a basket. Nearly half of the families wanted a
clothes chute in a new home.
Preferred locations for indoor drying. During the winter and on
rainy days most families found it necessary to dry laundry indoors.
Space provided for. this purpose would eliminate lines strung across
the porch, kitchen, dining room, living room and bedrooms (table
B-30). Almost three fourths of the Nebraska families preferred to
use the basement for drying clothes indoors. Few homemakers esti-
mated that they needed mor.e than 200 feet of indoor clothes line
(table B-31). About half of them said that between 100 and 150 feet
would be adequate.ls
Preferences for laundry center. About 75 percent preferred to wash
and iron in difierent places. When a homemaker specif,ed that she
would like to wash and iron in the same location, it was assumed that
she would like a laundry center (table l5).
About: l5 percent would like a laundry center in a workroom
5 percent would like a laundry center in the basement
I percent would like a laundry center in the kitchen
The preferred location for a "laundry center" varied with the size
of the house.
Tenr,a l5.-Farm family preferences for laundry centers and their location, by num-
ber of rooms preferred in a farmhouse.
Familis
reporting
Number of rooms
Percentage of families who would wash and
lron tn
Fewer than four
Four
Five
Six
Seven
Eight
More than eight
4 0.7
42 7.5
r38 24.7
222 39.8
t06 19.0
36 6.5
t0 1.8
0.0 2b.0
0.0 7.r
5.t 10.9
5.4 r4.9
3.8 19.0
2.8 30.5
0.0 80.0
0.0 50.0
0.0 2.4
0.7 2.9
0.4 5.9
0.0 6.6
0.0 2.8
0.0 0.0
25.A 100
90.5 100
80.4 100
73.4 100
70.6 100
63.9 100
20.0 100
Total Nebraska 558 100.0 4.3 1005.00.4
Total North
Central Region 884 100.0 15.6 20.4 r.9 62.t r00
16 The possible use of an automatic dryer was not suggested with this question.
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Sewing
Planning space for sewing activities that require a sewing machine,
cutting space, and storage for sewing materials is important if the
homemaker is to avoid cluttering other frequently used areas in the
home. This is often overlooked when designing farmhouses.
Preferred location for sewin$. The inconvenience of poor loca-
tion and inadequate storage space may be one reason that many home'
makers do so little sewing. About 80 percent of the homemakers said
they would like to leave the sewing machine open when not in use
(table 8-36). This indicates that even though the homemaker may
prefer to continue sewing in the present location, she prefers to have
this activity confined to an area out of the main work centers and
lines of traffic.
Each room in the house was used for sewing activities by some
of the homernakers (table B-34).
About: 35 percent sewed in the diningroom
l0 percent sewed in a bedroom
40 percent sewed in the living room, kitchen and other roolns or
combinations
DINING
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Frcunr 8.-Present and preferred locations for sewing.
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More than half of the homemakers were dissatisfied with the ar-
rangements they had for sewing.
About: 45 percent would like to use a sewing room (figure 8)
15 percent would like to use the dining room
20 percent would like to use other Places
5 percent would like to use a bedroom
Fewer homemakers would choose to continue sewing in the
kitchen, living room, or bedroom if that was the Present location for
this activity. About 5 percent of the homemakers had sewing rooms,
and all of them were satisfied with this arrangement (table B-34).
Preferred locations for cutting out garments. More families used
the dining room table than the kitchen table or floor for cutting out
DINING
TABLE
KITCFIEN
TABLE
FLOOP
OTHER AND
COMBINATION
SEWING
ROOM
NONE DONE
NO
INFORMATION
o lo 20 30 40 50 60
PERCENTAGE OF 55E FAMILIES
Frcunr 9.-Present and preferred locations for cutting out garments.
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garments (figure 9). When asked where they preferred to cut out gar-
ment$, their answers indicated that
About: 35 percent would like to use the dining room table
20 percent would like to use the sewing room table
l5 percent would like to use the kitchen table
Farm Work and Business Requirements
Market goods handled in the house. Most farm families prepared
eggs and cream for market in their home. About 75 percent of the
homemakers handled eggs for the market.
About: 50 percent handled I to 5 dozen eggs a day
15 percent handled 6 to l0 dozen eggs a day
l0 percent handled more than l0 dozen eggs a day
Two thirds of the families processed cream in the house.
About: 35 percent processed I $allon or less daily
30 percent processed 2 to 5 gallons daily
Most farm families (about 80 percent) preferred to handle eggs
the basement and about 60 percent would also like to take care
cream there (rable 16). space in the basement for egg crates and cream
cans was needed by these families.
Taslr 16.-Preferred locations for handling eggs and cream in a farmhouse.l
ln
of
Percentage of families handling
Preferred location
Basement
Kitchen
Workroom
Porch
Other
No information
Nebraska
79.0
2.6
6.6
,.J
4.7
3.8
70.0
10.6
l0.l
3.2
3.9g9
58.3
2.9
8.7
5.5
2r.l
a.D
North Central
Region
54.2
12.7
9.0
2.+
19.8
1.9
Total 100.0 r00.0 100.0 100.0
I For Nebraska:
i;r; ." 424 families (76 percent of the sample) who would handle eggs, and the 345
tamilies (6I.8 percent of the sample) who would handle cream in the new house.
For Region:
su*a o-" the 463 families (52.4 percent of the sample) who would handle eggs, and the
iiZ fr-ifie, (24 percent of the sample) who rtould handle ceam in the new house.
About 35 percent of the farmers interviewed stored seed in the
house. If this practice is to be continued, planning for such storage
cannot be overlooked.
About: 5 percent stored less than 5 bushels
15 percent stored 5 to l0 bushels
15 percent stored more than l0 bushels (table B-40)
Less than 1 percent of the farm families stored such items as
motors, machinery belts and incubators in the house (table B-41).
Farm and home business requirements. About 85 perce4t of the
families would like some space for taking care of farm business (table
B-43). Only about 5 percent of the homemakers said they would like
space provided for household business. For farm business
About: 75 percent wanted only space for a desk; they would not want a
separate room
l0 percent would like to have a separate room
40 percent of those who want a desk would like to have it in the living
room (table B-44)
45 pdrcent would like to have space for a desk in the dining room
Hospitality, Leisure and Play
Hospitality, leisure and play must be considered in planning space
to meet the family needs. Organized rneetings, overnight guests, formal
and informal entertaining and family group and individual leisure
all are part of rural family living. About 90 percent of the families
said they would like to entertain in a new home.
Group meetings. Family group gatherings were more frequent
than any other in most of the farm homes. Other grouP meetings such
as Parent-Teachers Association, church grouPs, farm and business
groups, Grange, 4-H Club, Future Farmers of America, and social
groups were often entertained at home. Groups of about 20 were most
often entertained (table l7).
About 40 percent of the families entertained only family SrouPs.
About 45 percent entertained family groups and other types, bringing
the total of those entertaining family groups to a little more than 90
percent. These families entertained a median of two times a year, but
enough families entertained' more frequently to bring the mean to
about five times a year.
Only about 35 percent of the Nebraska farm families entertained
social groups, and about 25 Percent held business grouP meetings. A
few of the families (about l0 percent) entertained youth groups.
Accommodations for overnight guests. All of the Nebraska farm
families had overnight guests and would like provision made for them
in a new house (table B-45). About 90 percent of these families would
Iike to have a spare bedroom for overnight guests. A few families
would accommodate overnight guests in the family bedroom, or in
the living room (figure l0).
Most of the Nebraska farm families have two to four overnight
guests for whom they wish to make provision of some kind (table B-45).
About: 55 percent would like to accommodate one or two guests
35 percent would like to accommodate three or four guests
5 percent would like to accommodate five or more guests
&,,
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Ftcuns I0.-Present and preferred locations lor accommodating overnight guests.
Books and magazines. Most of the farm families did not own a
large number of books, although they wanted some kind of shelf for
books and magazines. The place for storing books and magazines pre-
ferred by the largest group of homemakers was in the living room,
with the dining roorn the next most preferred area. The amount of
space desired seemed to be related to the location preferred by the
homemaker (table B-46). The variety in places and amounts points
to the importance of flexible planning of storage for books and
magazines.
Rest and relaxation. Extra sitting space for other family members
when the living room is being used for special occasions by some family
members seemed to be considered unnecessary by most Nebraska farm
families. About 90 percent had no such space, and about 70 percent
wanted no extra area for sitting (table B-47). Of those who did prefer
extra sitting space
About: 5 percent would like to have a den
5 prcrcent would like to use the bedroom, sewing room or recreation
20 percent gave no information concerning location
PRESENT
PREFERRED I
ft;;,
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Although a place to lie down for rest is often considered important
{or farm family members, no special place for resting was provided
in two thirds of the farm homes (table B-48). Of those who had a
place to lie down
About: 20 percent had a couch in the dining room
5 percent had a place on the Porch
l0 percent made some "other" provision
Two thirds of the farm homemakers said they would like to have
a place for lying down.
About: 15 percrlnt would like space on a porch
l0 percent would like space in the recreation room
35 pelcent would like space in such places as den, workroom, kitchen,
office, dining room, and sewing room
A house does not fit the family needs unless the activities carried
on in the house are considered in planning. The information in the
above section will be an aid to all those interested in planning and
building better houses for farm families.
FAMILY POSSESSIONS
In order to plan farmhouses so that efiective use is made of space,
consideration should be given to the kinds and numbers of possessions
stored in the house. To make a detailed survey of farm familv pos-
sessions is a task beyond the practical limits of this study. I:lowever,
because of the urgent need for the information by house planners
and researchers, an attempt was made to secure data concerning some
of the possessions stored in the house.
Information about family possessions was obtained in two ways. All
of the homemakers interviewed were asked to report which items on
a list of house furnishings and equipment their families owned. In
addition, a supplementary inventory form was left with the home-
maker to be filled out and returned later. This inventory called for in-
formation about kinds and numbers of articles of food, clothing,
equipment, linens and other grouPs.l6
Reports from the Inventories
Housi:hold equipment. More than half of the farm families in
Nebraska were *ing wood or coal ranges and one fourth o[ them
were using gasoline (table l8). About one tenth were using electricity.
In contrast, about two thirds had mechanical refrigeration. About
5 percent had a home freezer and only one family had an automatic
dishwasher.
16 Since only 49 of the clothing inventories were complete enough to be used'
this information is not included in the present report. Anyone interested in the
responses should write to the Home Economics Department, University of Nebraska.
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Tenr-s. I8.-Distribution of
nishings and equiPment'l
farm families, by possession of selected household fur
;."*.g. .f ft-tlt.t qy number of articles repoild
Nebraska
North I
Central I Nebraska
Region I
_l-
I
North
Central
Region
Nebraska
North
Central
Region
Total
Total![ore than one
co*inc,ranc:: 
, c,7 | 44.8 62.9 64.6 0.0 9.q 100
H,:."$,.o' 'o'' 
"6.4 
84.6 i,'b 16'0 0'0 0'0 r00Gas 74'i ;;; ii-'t 26'5 o'o o'o rooKerosene sz'i ;;h - 7 i 24'7 o'o o'o loo
combination 91.9 
'S-+'i 
!'l 5'5 0'0 0'0 100
other gs.lr 98.2 o'z i's 0'0 0'0 lo0
Refrigerator: xq.O bl.a +i.o 48.6 0.0 9.1 100
'"iTt:'f kerosene iil si"4 t7'1 -r'6 0'0 0'0 100rce 87'; #'o lzi l2'e o'o o'l loo
cabinetor chest gb.2 92.9 1.q 7.r 0.g 9.9 100
Dishwasher 9e:; 99'6 0'? .o'2 0'0 0'0 r00
Electric mixer 8;i 6;:; v'i 14'6 0'0 0'0 r00
Washing machine:
u"$'J,iur,o-u,r" 43'2 34'7 59'q 65'1 0'0 9'? 100
Automatic adl ge'i g I 0'9 0'0 0'0 100Gasoline 6;'.i a6'5 319 r9'5 0'0 0'0 r00
Hand-powered s;i si"+ ?l 2'6 0'0 0'0 100
rroner 9i:9 gi"6 1'l 2'+ o'o o'o loo
Clothes dryer 100'0 99'9 0'0 0'1 0'0 0'0 100
Sewing machine: , B0.l O.Z 0.2 100Co'nsole tl '2 19'7 8q qportable 98:0 9i'6 2'o 2'4 0'0 0'0 100
Vacuum cleaner: ^ fg.3 0.0 0.0 100'- +;;k-;;;; 88.7 8o'7 ll'9iiiisn'Jtp" #; 8;:l rr'5 17'6 0'0 0'0 r00
Piano 43'0 65'0 qq'i 34'3 0'5 0'7 100
Rocking chair i6.9 ii'4 qg'I 3t'3 50'62 57 '32 100
Easy chair ;\'4 i0'6 47 'l 32't 21'53 47 '38 100o"t?or. l8.o t7 '2 7-5', 68'6 5'e t4'2 100console i6:i io'i 23l 29'4 o'2 0'5 100
Dining room table ll'r 26'9 q!'g 72'+ 0'9 0'7 130Sideboard ilj a;:8 g,s^ b2'6 l'8 1'6 'oo
LibrarY table
r information about these items of house-
hord furnishings. :rr'. q,.,uo'Iil'li;.,S.fl Pf *t'-::'il*";Y'+f,::"'l1..*ifr#;::fti:il i lngs. lne ucslx,x jj'Tl..-rj"r"j: 
.o"ra r.ry 
"urily 
o..rr. Thus, the infomation may
answers was such that mistakes in- recordlng.coulo-t:il :::]
f.iii. r"t. accurate than most of that obtained in the interviews'
'lili:?::ll';ave 2 rocking chairs, 5'6 percenr have 4' l7'3 percent have 3 rocking chairs'
1.8 pacent have 5 or more
Ii:}fl:li have 2 rocking chairs, S'6 percent have 4' 15'6 percent have 3 rocking chairs'
4.8 percent have 5 or more
"?3:r};::;;itave 2 easv chairs, l7'5 percent have 3 easv chairs' 5'8 percent have 4 or more
ffi H?::il have 2 easv chairs, 9'4 percent have 3 easv chairs' 3'7 
percent have 4 or more
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lBetween half and three fourths of the families kept milk pails,
milk strainers, cream cans, a cream separator, and churns in their
houses (table l4). One third of the families needed storage space for
a pressure canner; two thirds kept water-bath canners in the house.
Laundry and cleaning. Although most of the Nebraska families
owned a washing machine of some kind, only half of them had electric
washers. Two families had an automatic washer and fifteen were using
hand-powered machines. About one third of the families operated
washing machines with gasoline power (table 18). Ironers were owned
by only six families; none had an automatic clothes dryer.
The homemakers were asked whether they had used stationary or
portable tubs, and which kind they preferred. Only about l5 percent
had used both kinds; almost 50 percent had used neither kind. There-
fore, it was difficult for them to specify a preference, and many had no
opinion regarding laundry tubs. Stationary tubs seemed to be pre-
ferred by more homemakers than the portable type (table B-32).
Built-in ironing boards had been used by about one third of the
homemakers; half of these women preferred a built-in board. About
one third of those who had not used a built-in ironing board would
like one in a new house.
About one fourth of the families had a vacuum cleaner. Equal
numbers of these cleaners were of the upright and the tank type.
Sewing. A sewing machine was owned by about 85 percent of Ne-
braska farm families (table 8-36). Pattern storage was a problem for
these homemakers (table B-37).
About; 40 percent had I to 15 patterns
25 percent had 16 to 30 patterns
20 percent had 3l or more patterns
l0 percent had no patterns to store
The sewing materials and equipment most often stored were gar-
ments in the process of being made, spreads or quilts, and rugs. Few
families owned sewing tables or dress forms (table B-38).
About: 60 percent needed storage for one garment being made
15 percent needed space for storing two garments being made
20 percent needed space for storing a spread or quilt being made
Furnishings. The homemakers were asked if
fied kinds of home furnishings (table l8). Almost
had a radio and more than half owned a piano.
they owned speci-
all of the families
Reports from Inventories of ll0 Families
At the close of the interview, a detailed inventory of possessions
to be stored in the house was left with those homemakers who said
they were willing to fill it out. Because of the tediousness and length
of this inventory, it was filled out with varying degrees of complete-
ness and accuracy. Of the inventories returned, 110 could be used to
indicate the items that were most likely to be stored in Nebraska farm
houses.
A summary of the possessions most commonly reported follows.lT
Possessions
AII of the items listed on the following pages were reported by at
least one fourth of the 110 families that turned in storage schedules.
Those not marked with an asterisk were reported by at least half of
the families. The number given for each item is equal to or larger
than the numbers reported by half of the homemakers who said that
they had some of the specified items.
l Bedding
Articles to be stored all year
*4 blankets
*2 comforters
*4 quilts
4 pillows
*2 spreads
IL Household linens
For cvervday use
6 sheets
*2 spreads
8 pairs of pillow cases
*2 bath mats
4 lunch cloths
2 table cloths
l0 bath towels
l0 hand towels
14 dish towels
6 scarves, runners
III. Dishes and glassware
For everyday use
Vegetable dishes: oval, uncovered
*2 less t]lan 6,, long
*2 6", less than 8"
*2 8", less than 10"
*2 vegetable dishes, covered
*2 serving Plates 10" and over
2 sugar and creamer sets
*2 gravy boats
Platters
2 less than 12" long
*2 12", less than 14"
Articles to be stored in warm
weather only
6 blankets
4 comforters
x4 quilts
*4 blanket sheets
Articles to be stored in cold
weather only
*2 blankets
For guest and future use
4 sheets
*2 spreads
6 pairs of pillow cases
*6 hand towels
4 lunch cloths
2 table cloths
2 table pads
*6 scarves, runners
6 bath towels
*12 napkins
l2 dish towels
Pitchers
*2 less than 6" high
*2 6", less than 8"
*2 8", less than 10"
*2 pots: coffee, tea and choco-
late; stored with dishes
Plates
9 dinner and luncheon
7 salad and pie
*7 soup
*7 bread and butter
7 saucers
1r Anyone interested in the detailed tables concerning family possessions may
obtain them by writing to the Department of Home Economics, University of Ne-
braska.
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7 soup bowls
T cereal dishes
7 fruit and dessert diihes
7 cups, tea and coffee
Glasses
7 water
*7 juice
5 jelly and relish dishes
For guest and future use
Vegetable dishes: oval, uncovered
*2 6", less than 8"
*2 8", less than 10"
*2 vegetable dishes, covered
4 serving plates 10" and over
. 2 sugar and creamer sets
*2 gravy boats
Platters
*2 less than 12,, long
*2 12,,, less tharr 14,,
*2 14', less than 16"
IV. Silver
For everyday use
7 knives
9 forks
ll teaspoons
*7 soupspoons
7 tablespoons
*2 butterknives
V. Kitchen utensils and equipment
*l toaster
* I waftle iron
*l coffeemaker
Saucepans with long handles
2 I qt., and under
2 over I qt., under 3 qts.
*l 3 qt., under 5 qts.
Pots with bails.or short handles
*l 2 qts., and under
*l over 2 qts., under 4 qts.
*2 4 qts., under 6 qts.
Skillets or frying pans
*l 6" and under
*l over 6", under 10,,
I l0",wder lIyr,,
I double boiler
*l pressure saucepan
I coffeemaker
I tea kettle
Pitchers
*2 less than 6" high
*2 10", less than 12,,
*2 pots; cofiee, tea and choco-
late, stored with dishes
Plates
12 dinner and luncheon
72 salad and pie
*12 soup
*9 bread and butter
12 saucers
*9 soup bowls
*9 cereal dishes
12 fruit and dessert dishes
12 cups, tea and coffee
Glasses
12 water
*12 iced tea
*9 juice
*12 goblets
*12 sherbets
5 jelly and relish dishes
For guest use
12 knives
12 forks
12 teaspoons
*9 soupspoons
7 tablespoons
2 butterknives
*2 serving pieces
Baking utensils
*2 muffin pans
4 Iayer cake or pie pans
2 loaf pans
2 biscuit or flat baking pans
*l tube pan
*l cookie sheet
Baking dishes
2 less than 9,,
*2 9" and over
Roasters
*l 9,, x 13,, and under
*I larger than g. x 13.
Mlxing bowls
2 I qt., and under
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2 over I qt., under 3 qts.
+l 3 qts., under 5 qts.
Measuring cups
llcup
*l I pint
*l electric mixer
I egg beater
*l egg whisk
2 mixing spoons
I flour sifter
I rolling pin
Small equipment
I colander and sieve
*l dish drainer
2 dish pans
VL Miscellaneous storage
Cleaning equipment
I broom
I long-handled mop
. I mop pail
2 waxes and polishes
6 bars of laundry soap
4 bars of toilet soap
2 boxes soap powder
2 cans of scouring powder
I first aid kit
*l fuel can for lamps
2 extra kerosene lamps
*4 paint and varnish cans
*l roll of paper towels
4 rolls of toilet paper
6 boxes of matches
House and garden equipment
*l lawnmower
*l sprayer
*l rake
*2 hoes
*l garden hose
*7 screens
*6 storm windows
*l food grinder
6 knives, spatulas, scissors, forks
*l juice extractor
4 refrigeratoi dishes
I shredder and grater
Miscellaneous equipment
I lunch box
*l thermos jug
I thermos bottle
I meat saw
I household scales
*l cornpopper (other than
elecffic)
I funnel
*l kraut cutter
*l pressure canner
Recreation, sports
I card table
*2 game boards
*l musical instrument
*l sled
*2 skates (pairs)
2 gu*
Other
*l kitchen stepladder
*l trunk
2 suit cases
4 table leaves
6light bulbs
2 milk pails
I milk strainer
I churn
I round water-bath canner
*l oval boiler-water-bath canner
2 cream cans
*l ice cream freezer
I upright model cream
seParator
The numbers and kind of possessions listed above are amazingly
similar to those reported to be owned by families in the regional report,
North Central Regional Publication 20, Iowa State College, February
1951, pages 57-59.
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DIFFERENCES IN HOUSING NEEDS AND PREFERENCES
OF FARM FAMILIES WITHIN NEBRASKA
In a state varying as Nebraska does in natural resources and types
of farming, difierences would be expected in the kinds of dwellings
occupied as well as in the kinds of houses families would like to haveif they were to build soon. Moreover, difierences in family income,
types of farm operation, and family rype may be associated with hous-
ing conditions and needs. Described here are some of the conditions
which, according to the survey data, were associated with farm family
housing. This information should help those who work with programs
of farm housing improvement to know where the needs probably are
greatest.
The interrelationships of (t) areas of the state, (2) family income,
(3) type of farm operation (including farm tenure), and (4) family type
will be noted before reporting their association, or lack of it, with cer-
tain characteristics assumed to reflect the housing needs and prefer-
ences of Nebraska farm families. The chi-square technique was used
to test the null hypothesis that no difference did exist between the
attribute by which the families were classified and the specific family
or housing characteristic being studied.
Difierences by Type.of-Farming Area
The 558 households included in the survey were grouped in the
five geographical areas shown in figure ll. These represeni combina-
tions of the l3 type-of-farming areas determined by Garey in 1937.18
'County data on crop and livestock production from the lg45 Census
of Agriculture were used to delineate the boundaries of the five areas.
In the Southeast area general farming was most common. Intensive
livestock farming predominated in the Northeast area, range live-
stock in the North Central area, and cash grain and livestock in the
Western area. A mixture of general farming, cash grain, and livestock
farming characterized the South Cenrral area. The types of farming
reported by the 558 households included in this study substantiate this
type-of-farming pattern for the state (table l9).
Differences in the housing needs and preferences of farm families in
the five areas of the state could be due to variations between the areas
in family income, type of farm operation, family type, and other char-
acteristics, rather than to area, as such. When the data were interpreted
in terms of the chi-square technique, it was found that the areas of
the state did not differ significantly with respect to family income, size
of household, and age of hornemaker (table 20).
aB Systems of Farm.ine
tural Experiment Station
and Possible Alternatiues in Nebraska, Nebraska
Bulletin 309, June, I937.
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Tenr,r l9.-Distribution of families, by type-of-farming area and type of farm.
Families in
all areas Percentage of farms of each areaTlpe of farm
Westem
(56)
General
Livestock
Cash grain
Dairy
Specialty
Other
Non-farm
No information
169
r63
r37
t3
8
4
62
9
30.3
909
24.5
95,
t.4
0.8
I l.l
o-4
60.2
12.t
10.8
0.0
2.4
1.2
t3.3
0.0
24.8
46.3
r9.l
0.0
0.6
0.6
8.6
0.0
cJ.5
21.6
32.6
t.4
1.8
0.5
8.6
0.0
0.0 8.955.6 17.88.3 39.325.0 1.80.0 1.80.0 1.8il.I 25.00.0 3.6
South-lNorth-l South North
Central(36)
eastleastlCentral(83)l(162)le2t\
Total 558 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
frowever, the null hypothesis that the areas of the state did not
v-ary by type of farm operation was rejected. proportionately more of
the farm families in the North centrir area ownid all or part of theland they operated. Full rehters were relarively more cominon in the
Northeast than in other areas. The proportions of full- or part-owner
operators and of renter operators in the southeast and souih central
areas were about the same as for the state as a whole. In the Western
area there were relatively fewer full renters than owners and part-
owners. rn this area, also, proporrionately more families who lived in
the open country were not farming.
Tenrn, 20.-Type-of-farming areas in reration to selected family characteristics.l
100.0
Type of farm operation:
Full-time farmers:
Owners or part
owners
FuIl renters
Part-time and
nonfarmers
247
210
44.3
43.0
Low**
High
High*
Low* Low*
71 12.7 High Low Low Low High***
Characted sti cs
All families in
sample for state
Percentage for area related to percentagefor state2, I
No.(55s) Pct. South-east(83)
North-
east(162)
South
Cmtra(22r)
Nortlr
Central(36)
Westem
(56)
1 See table C-2 for explanations, definitions and. percentages.
2 Amount of difference between percentage for an ua.r ird that of the state is i,terpreted asfollows:
0 to 9 percent higher or lower:l0 to 24 percent higher or lower:
25 to 49 percent higher or lower:
50 to 74 percent higher or lower: **
75 or more percent higher oJ lower. **+
3 characteristics which did not difier significantly between the 6ve areas rvere:
Family net income
Type of family
Size of household
Age of homemaker
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When the 558 households were grouped by six family types, the
null hypothesis that the areas did not difier by family type was sub-
stantiated (table C-7). When the five family types (excluding single-
person households) were grouped as "younger" and "older" families,
the null hypothesis was rejected only at the 0.10 level of significance.
Thus, if some family types were proportionately more prevalent in
certain areas o[ the state than in others, the differences were slight.
There appeared to be some tendency for younger families to be located
in the Northeast area and for older families to reside in the Western
area (table 20).
Sixteen characteristics of the dwellings occupied by the families
at the time of the survey were tested for probable variation between
the five type-of-farming areas of the stat; (table C-3). Of these, 12
characteristics did vary significantly. The greatest differences were
in the proportions of dwellings having highJine electricity, one story,
six or more rooms, separate dining room, and running water. The
ways in which each of the five areas differed from the state as a whole
are reported in table 21.
Four kinds of family possessions were studied in relation to their
prevalence by area (table C-3). Possession of a pressure canner did not
vary, proportionately, in different parts of the state. There were sig-
nificant difierences in the relative frequency of possession of gas or
electricity as cooking fuel, mechanical refrigeration, and vacuum clean-
er (table 21).
Of l1 types of family activities carried on in the farmhouse, only
two'differed by area of the state (table 21). Families of the North
Central area were less inclined to handle eggs for market in the house.
Entertaining of social groups in the home was relatively more common
in the Western area and less common in the Southeast area.
Preferences for specific features in a new farmhouse varied between
areas (table 2l). Significant differences were found for about half of
the 18 preferences studied. Greatest differences related to central
heating and houses of one story. Significantly more of the homemakers
o{ the Southeast area preferred central heating and fewer were in-
terested in houses of one story. In contrast, significantly fewer of the
families in the North Central area were interested in central heating
and more of those in the North Cenral and \Mestern than in other
parts of the state preferred one-story houses.
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Terr-r, 2l.-Difierences between type-of-farmi-ng 
-areas
housing needs and preferences of farm families''
of Nebraska in relation to
Characteristics indicating
farm tamrlY housing
leeds and Preferences
Occupied dwellings have:
Hiih line electricitY 290
Oni story 182
Six or more rooms 351
Seoarate dining room 341
Rinning watei 212
Porch olf anv kind 452
Basement or tellar,
anv kind 194
Soar6 bedroom 339
Electricitv, anY kind 362
SDace to 6at in kitchen 514
drsement or cellar
with finished walls
and floors 310
One or more clothes
closets Der bedroom
in hou'se 157
AII families infor state
52.0
32.6
62.9
66.7
38.0
8r.3
10.2
60.8
65.2
92.6
55.6
28.r
Percentaqe for area related to
percentage for state2' I
North-
east(r0?)
South-
east(83)
High*
Low*
High*
High
Uigt
High
High
"i:l
High
Low
High
Low*
L;;
High
North
Central(36)
Western
(56)
Low Low*** ..........'.
High High*** High***
..-. Lowx Low*
Low* Low*
Low* High* High**
Low
Low*
Low* Low
Low Low* High
Low
Low* High
Continued on Page 55'
1 See table C-3.
, i.. rr"i""i. z, table 20 for interpretation of amount of diileren,:e between percentage for
an area and that of the state'
-', 6ft".rli"ti.,i.s which did not differ significantly betwecn tlie live areas tvere:
BllllliT"*'""
Occupicd dwellirrgs: *",*;li*:fffr of bedrooms for the size and composition of
One or more cloths closets per bedroom needed
l.lmilyposressions: Plessurecanner
Entertain familY grouPs
Bake cake four or mole times per month
Bake yeast loaf bread four or mote times per, month
Bake yeast rolls four or more times per month
Family activities Places where fmd is prepared for preservation
i"1i,,j r.*t.",", Ilil:: *ffi r;:$il"",,:":::: i:'#ff;;T,"u""
Places where ircning is done in winter
Handle cream for market
Space for farm business
Sewing room
Place to handle cream for market
Llomemakers' prefer' Eating space in kitchen
et.es fot features 'in Spare bedroom
a .ew farmho.s"' iT*H"#Tt 
"'iTT: necessarv or niceIlamily coat closet on first floor
Guest coat closet on frrst floor
Separate office
ltromemakers'rating PantrY
of fearrrres desired Work Porch
in a new fafmhouse: Iront Porch
Spare bedroom
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Tesr-E 2l.-Differences between type-of-farming areas of Nebraska in relation to
housing needs and preferences of farm families (continued).
All families in
iample for state
Percentage for area related to
percentage for state2, I
farn family housing
needs arrd preferencm No.(558) Pct. South.east(83)
North-
east(r62)
South
Central(z2l )
North
Central(36)
Western
(56)
Family possessions:
Gas or electricity
used as cooking
fuel
Mechanical
refrigeration
Vacuum cleaner
Family activites in
farmhouse:
Handle eggs for
market
Entertain social
Kitchen
Basement
250 44.8
424 76.0
57.3 High*
2l.l High**
High High***
Low* Low*
Low** High**
Low
320
il8
Low
High
Low Low
groups 208 36.7 Low
f{omemakers' pref erences
for features in a new
farmhouse:
Central heating 475 85.1 High
One story 436 78.1 Lorv
Space in basement for:
Drying laundry 404 72.9 Low
Handling eggs for
market 335 60.0
Place to iron in winter:
Kitchen 326 58.5
Utility room 92 16.5 Lorv*
Place for processing
food for preservation:
Low*
High
Low*
Low*
High*
A place to cut up meat
in house 221
flomemakers' ratings of
features desired in a
new farmhouse:
Basement 519
Central heating 523
Lavatory in addition
to bathroom 288
Fireplace l5l
. First-floor workroom 280
Second-floor deck 224
Separate dining room 369
Low*
High* Low* Uigh** i;ig'h*
Lorv High High
205 36.7
207 37.t
High High*
Low
93.2
93.7
5r.7
27.1 High*
5O.2 Low
40.2 High*
66.2
High* High
Low Low*
High
Low*
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
Difierences in Income Groups
The 549 households who reported their incomes were divided in
two groups above and trelow $3,000. Significant difierences were found
in the incomes of these families by type of farm operation, age of
homemaker, and type of family, but not by area of the state (table 22).
Te-ur 22.-Farm family income in relation to selected family characteristics.r
All families in
sample for state
Percentage for incomegroup related to per-
centage for statez,3
Characteristics
Type of farm operation:
Full-time farmers:
Owners and part owners
Full renters
Part-time and non-farmers
Age of homemaker:
Under 35 years
35 to 49 years
50 years and older
Type of family:
Younger families
Older families
44.3 Low*43.0 High12.7 Highxx
37.3 High35.2 Low
27.5 Low
45.9
54.r
243
236
70
203
r93
r50
25r
304
fncomes
under $3,000
e52)
In@mes
$3.000 and
ovrlr (297)
High*
Low
Low*
Low
High
High
Low
High
1 See footnote l, table C-2 for citeria of significant differences and table C-4 tor percentages.
2 See footnote 2, table ZO, for interpretation of amount of difierence betwem percentages by
income group and that of the state.
3 The only characteristic which did not difier significantly by income groups was:
Type of farming area
Among those who were full-time farrn operators, proportionately more
renters than owners and part owners had incomes under $3,000. Part.
time and non-farmers were concentrated in the lower-income group.
Families with homemakers under 35 years of age were more likely to
be in the lower-income group.
The dwellings occupied by the lower-income families had sig-
nificantly fewer modern facilities, and proportionately fewer of them
had such family possessions as gas or electricity as cooking fuel,
mechanical refrigeration, or a vacuum cleaner (table 23). Except for
less entertaining of social groups by lower-income families, there was
little difference among the income groups in family activities carried
on in the farmhouse.
Homemakers of the two income groups did not differ in prefer-
ences for selected features in a new farmhouse excePt that proportion-
ately fewer of the lower-than of the higher-income groups said that they
preferred space for farm business and a sewing room.
Of the 12 characteristics of a farmhouse which each homemaker
was asked to rate in terms of relative importance {or her family,
significant difierences in the ratings by income classes were found for
only four. Fewer of the homemakers with family incomes under
$3,000 considered a fireplace, alavatory in addition to a bathroom, and
a first-floor workroom as desirable, and more of them were interested
in having a front porch.
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TesI-B 23,-Differences between income groups in relation to housing needs and
preferences of farm families.r
Characteristics indicatingfarm family housing
needs and preferences
All families in
sample for state
Percentage for incomegroup related to per-
centage for state2, 3
Incotnes
under $3,000(252)
No.(549)
r36
200
207
142
356
338
306
246
314
tt7
r66
204
455
257
Pct.
24.8
63.6
5l .l
25.9
64.8
61.6
55.1
44.8
57.2
21.3
30.2
37.2
Inoomes
13,000 and
over (297)
Occupied dwellings have:
Bathroom
Six or more rooms
Running water
Central furnace
Electricity, any kind
Separate dining room
Gas or oil used as
heating fuel
Family possessions:
Gas or electricity used
as cooking fuel
Mechanical refrigeration
Vacuum cleaner
Pressure canner
Family activities in farmhouse:
Entertain social groups
Ilomemakers' preferences for
features in a new farmhouse:
Space for farm business
Sewing room
Homemakers' ratings of features
desired in a new farmhouse:
Fireplace
Lavatory 
.in addition to bathroom
Front porch
First-floor workroom
82.9 Low46.8 Low
Low* High*
Low High
Low* High*
Low* tligh*
Low High
Low High*
Low High
Lorv* High*
Low High
Low** High*
Low* High
Low* High
Low
Low
Low
High
Low
High*
High
Low
146
283
309
276
26..6
5r.5
50.5
50.3
1 See table C-5.
2 See footnote 2, table 20, for interpretation of amount of difierence between percentage for
an income group and that for the state.
3 Characteristics which did not difier significantly by income group were:
occupied dwellings: ii:Tf",'J;:Li:r11tii.,,*, ror size and composition or house-
hold
Entertain family groups
Bake cake four or more times per month
Family activities in Bake yeast loaf bread four or more times per month
the farmhouse: Bake yeast rolls four or more times per month
Handle eggs for market
llandle aeam for market
Places where food is prepared for prestrvation
Place to cut up meat in house
Illomemakers' prefer- Six or more rooms in house
ences for features in Basement
a new farmhouse: Spare bedroom
Basement for drying laundry indoors
Place to prepare food for preservation
Basement
Spare bedroom
Homemaktrs' ratings Separate dining room
of featura desired Sicond-floor deck
in a new farmhoure: Pantry
:'fllTi'':Ti','""
Eating space in kitchen
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Tasrn 24.-Type of farm operation in relation to selected family characteristics.l
Owners orpart orvn€rs(248)
Frrll
renters(23e)
Difierences by Type of Farm Operation
Table 24 summarizes difierences in characteristics of families by
type of farm operation. Proportionately more of the families who
farmed full time as owners or part owners had homemakers of 35 years
or older and incomes of $3,000 or more. They were less likely than
were renter families to have five or more persons in the family at the
time of the survey. Relatively more full- or part-owner-operator fami-
lies were located in the Southeast area.and more were located in the
North Central area. Families of part-time and non-farmers tended to
have older families with homemakers 50 years of age or older, to have
incomes under $3,000, and to be located in the Southeast and Western
areas.
All families in
sam.ple for state
Percentage for type of farm operation
related to percentage fox stateP
Characteristics Farm full time as: Part-time
and non-
f armers
(71 )
No.(558)
Age of homemaker:
Under 35 years
35 to 49 years
50 years and over
Family type:
Under $3,000
$3,000 and over
Type of farming area:
Southeastern
Northeastern
South Central
North Central
\iVestern
Size of family:
Four or less persons
Five or more persons
High* Low
Low
Low** High**
High High**
Low Low*
High
High Low
Low* High**
Lorv* Low
Low* High***
HGi, il;
205
196
r53
252
297
83
r62
991
36
56
385
173
37.0
35.4
21.6
45.9
54.r
14.9
29.0
39.6
6.5
r0.0
69.0
3r.0
Lolv*
iii;i,.
Low*
High*
Low
H;si,.
Low
1 See footnote l, table C-2 for criteria of significant differences and table C-4 for pacentages.
2 See footnote 2, table 2O, for interpretation of amount of difference in percentages of types
of farm operation and that of the state.
The dwellings occupied by owner-operator families were more
likely than were those of full renter-operators to have a bathroom,
running water, central furnace and one or more clothes closets per
bedroom in the house (table 25). Proportionately more of them owned
a vacuum cleaner. There were no significant differences between
renter and owner-operator families in the proportion possessing a
pre$sure canner, mechanical refrigeration, and p;as or electricity as
cooking fuel. The proportions of the two groups handling market
eggs and cream in the house did not vary significantly.
More part-time and non-farmer families lived in houses with a
central furnace than did full-time operators.
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T,r.nlr 25.-Differences between types of farm operation in relation to housing
needs and preferences of farm families.'
Al1 families in
sample for state
Percentage for type of farm operation
related to percentage for statez
Operate farms full time as:
Part.time
and non-
farmers
Characteristics indimting
farm family housing
needs and preferences
Occupied dwellings with:
Bathroom
Running water
Central furnace
Clothes closets, one or more
per bedroom in house
Separate dining room
Family possessions included:
Vacuum cleaner
Pressure canner
Family activities in
farm house included:
Handling eggs for market 429
Handling cream for market 354
Homemakers' preferences for
features in a new farmhouse:
Basement for drying
laundry indoors 444
Space for farm business 461
Six or more rooms in house 374
Owners orpart owners
High*
High
High
[ull
rentels
t37
212
r43
t4+
342
ll8
t70
24.6
38.0
25.6
25.8
6r.3
2t.l
30.5
76.5
62.9
Low*
Low*
Low
T:
Low
fi;i,
Low*a
fotr*'
LOW* *3
Low**
I-ow
Lowg
Low
High
High
High
High
72.4
82.6
67.0
la
r
I
r{
ii
ii
ri
1 See table C.7.
2 Se footnote 2, table 20, for interpretation of amount of dillerence between percentages.
3 Characteristics which did not differ significantly (as defined in footnote l, table 26) between
the three classifications were:
Occupied dwellings:
Adequate numbtr of bedrooms for size and
composition of household
Basement or cellar (any kind)
Barement or cellar (finished walls and floors)
Clothes closets (one or more per bedroom
needed)
Eating space in kitchen
Electricity (any kind)
Spare bedroom
Six or more rmms in house
Homemakers' preferences for features in a new
farmhouw:
Basement (would be necessary or nice)
Central heat
Eating space in kitchen
More space for farm business
Kinds of porches wanted
Spare bedroom
Sewing room
Plaas for men's wash-up area in houses with
and without bathrooms
Family posrssions:
Gas or electricity used as cooking fuel
Mechanical refrigeration
Eamily activities in farmhouse:
Bake cake four times a month or ofteno
Bake yeast loaf bread four times a month
or oftener
Bake yeast rolls four times a month or oftener
Entextain family groups
Entertain social groups
Use back door for callers
Homemakers'ratings of features desired in a
new farmhouse:
No ratings were tested
I)ifierences by Type of Family
Significant differences were found in nine of twenty-six factors
studied in relation to family type (table 26). Three of the nine factors
represented possession of or preference for six or more rooms and
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Tesr,r 26.-Difierences between family types in relation to housing needs and pre-
ferences of farm families.
All families in
iample for statt
Percentage for type of farm operationl' 2' 6
related to percentage for all families
Characteristic indicatingfarm family housing
needs and prefetences
aa,tt I otder
lmilies'coupies(67)1 I (89)3(55s1 s
Foundi
families
( 149)
Expanding
families(209)
Occupied dwellings:
Adequate number of bedrooms
for size and composition of
household
Six or more rooms
Family possessions:
Vacuum cleaner
Family activities in
farmhouse:
Bake four or more times
per month:
Cake
Yeast loaf bread
Yeast rolls
Need space for farm
business
f{omemakers' preferences for
features in a new farmhouse:
Six or more rooms
Basement for drying
laundry indoors
478
351
ll8
cou
(4
Pct.No.
374
404
85.7 High
62.9 Low
2l.l Low
I-ow High High
High ........
Low High*
405
338
909
461
72.6 Low60.6 Low
52.3 Low* Low
82.5
67.0
72.9 High
High Low
High
High* ........
Low*
Low
Low
Low Low**
Low
High ........
High High
1 Characttristics included are those for which chi-square values were significant at the 0.10
level or higher and for which the percentage of at least one classification of families varied from
the percentage for all families by 5.0 or more.
2 See footnote 2, table 20, for interpretation of amount of differences betwtrn percentages.
8 YounEer couples inrlude husband and wife undr 35 years of age; older couples indude hus-
band and wife 35 years of age or older.
r Adult families indude those other than "older couples" in which all members were 19 years
of age or older. Three of these families consisted of single persons.
6 Characteristics tested and found not to difier significantly (as defined in fmtnote l, above)
between the family types wtre:
Occupied dwellings:
Electricity (any kind)
Running water
Eating space in kitchen
Separate dining room
Places to prepare food for preservation Family activities in farmhouse:
Places to process food for preservation Entertain family groups
Homemakers' prefetences for features in a new Entertain social groups
farmhouse:
Basement
Eating space in kitchen
Sewing room
Space for farm business
Places to prepare food for preservation
Places to process food for preservation
enough bedrooms to accommodate the size and comPosition of the
household. 'These varied according to the increase and decrease in size
of household throughout the family life cycle.
Older families more often than others had a vacuum cleaner.
Younger homemakers seemed to have more interest than older ones in
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Family possessions:
Gas or electricity used as ooking fuel
Mechanical refuigeration
Pressure canner
having space in the house for farm business, and for drying laundry
indoors.
Baking cake, bread and rolls is related to the family type. This is
illus*ated by the fact that a higher percentage of expanding families
than of younger and older families rePorted that they baked each of
these foods four or more times per month. Since two thirds to three
fourths of the expanding families were baking breads and cake, and
since most families go through this stage of the family cycle, farm-
houses should be designed to accommodate these baking activities.
STATE AND REGIONAL CONTRASTS
Most of the tables in the preceding sections of this rePort have in-
cluded data for the total North Central Region as well as for Nebraska.
These data reveal numerous likenesses and difierences in the two areas
as to family characteristics and housing needs and preferences.le This
information about some of the ways in which Nebraska was, and was
not, typical of the region of which it is a part should be of value to
research workers, educators, farmhouse planners and others' Some
of the ways in which Nebraska was difierent from the region may sug-
gest special needs of other Great Plains states such as Kansas, South
Dakota and North Dakota.
Likenesses
In terms of the statistical interpretations of the data, the Percent-
ages for Nebraska did not vary significantly from those for the North
Central Region in the following respects:
Family and household characteristics
Farm tenure
Full- and part-time operators
Size of farms operated
Farms consisting of 100 to 179 acres
The household and families
Size of household same as size of family for one, two, three,
four, six and seven
Families including children under nineteen
Families in which all children are under nine years
Families in which some children are nine years or more
Families including no children under ninteen
Younger and older married couples
" lVt 
"" 
the confidence intervals of percentages for the state and the region over'
lapped, it was assumed that the two areas were similar with respect to the particular
characteristic and no statistical tests were made. In other cases the chi-square tech-
nique was used to test the null hypothesis that there was no difference between the
percentages for the state and the region. When the chi-square values obtained were
greater than the necessary allowance for sampling error at the 0'01 level of sig-
nificance, the differences in percentages were considered significant.
Income
Income from $1,500 to $2,999
The houses occupied
Spare bedroom
Porch of some kind
Running water
Both elecricity and running water
Bathroom
At least one room per person in the household
At least one clothes closet for each bedroom in the house
Family preferences
Number of rooms
Prefer same number of rooms as in present housc
Satisfied with present number of rooms
Dissatisfied with present number of rooms
Would add a bedroom
Would remove a bedroom
Room combinations
Preferto build a house with a dining room
Prefer two bedrooms
Prefer three bedrooms
Would like no "other" room
Men's wash-up area
Location of *er'r wash-up area with a lavatory in the bath-
room
Selected features of housing
Prefer a basement
Consider a basement necessary
Prefer central heating
Prefer to heat with oil
Prefer a pantry
Do not prefer a pantry
Do not prefer a fireplace
Porches
Prefer east porches
Prefer south porches
View preferred from kitchen window
Farm buildings
IVIore than one view
Family preference as indicated by ratings of selected features
Rating I
Basement
Central heating
Spare bedroom
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Separate dining room
Front porch
Rating II
Spare bedroom
Lavatory (in addition to a bathroom)
Rating III
Separate dining room
Pantry
Separate ofiice
Family activities
Food preparation
Baked pies
Baked cookies or doughnuts
Meal service
Prefer to seat 7-8 in dining room
Prefer to seat same number as present in kitchen
Prefer to seat same number as present in dining room
Food preservation
Fruits, vegetables and meat
Prefer to can in the kitchen
Prefer to can in the basement
Prefer to store canned goods in the basement
Meat cutting and lard making
Do no meat cutting
Trim fat at home
Laundering
Prefer to wash in the basement
Prefer to wash in the workroom
Prefer to store soiled clothes in hamper
Prefer to store soiled clothes in basket
Need 5l-100 feet of clothesline
Prefer built-in ironing board
Prefer movable ironing board
Sewing
Prefer same location as present for cutting out garments
Have l-15 patterns to be stored
Farm work requirements
Prefer to handle cream in the basement
Do.not start garden plants in the house
Farm and home business requirements
Prefer no space for home business
Hospitality, leisure and play
Entertain social groups
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Differences
Following is a summary of difierences between Nebraska and the
North central Region in the characterisrics of farm families and their
activities, possessionS, and preferences as related to housing needs.
Characteristics of the farm families
More farm families in Nebraska than in the North Central Region
had family incomes above 98,000
were living in houses
without electricity
with basements having walls and floors finished with con-
crete, brick or stone
with separate dining rooms
with the number of bedrooms adequate for the size and com-
position of the household
rented the farms they were operating
had farms of 260 to 499 acres
were cash grain or livestock farmers
Housing preferences
More farm families in Nebraska than in the North Central Region
preferred a new farmhouse with
one story
six rooms
a glassed-in porch
a second-floor deck e
a work porch
a room combination of kitchen, dining room, living room, and
one or more bedrooms.
a living-dining room combination
a smaller number of rooms than were in the present house
no rooms other than kitchen, dining room, living room, and
one or more bedrooms
at least one bedroom downstairs in a house of more than one
story
a bathroom downstairs in a house of more than one story, even
though there was a lavatory
a medicine cabinet in the bathroom
a men's wash-up area in a washroom or lavatory, regardless of
whether or not the house has a bathroom
a coat closet for guests
back door used as guest entrance
Household activities
More farm families in Nebraska than in the North Central Region
baked cakes, quick breads, yeast breads, and yeast rolls
served meals in the dining room as well as in the kitchen
preferred space in
meals
preferred space in
meals
preferred space in
meals
both kitchen and dining room for serving
kitchen to seat I to 4 or 5 to 6 persons for
dining room for seating 9 to l0 persons for
preserved fruits and vegetables
stored preserved fruits and vegetables in places other than the
basement
made lard in the house
stored lard in the house
had fat trimmed at the locker
preferred space for cutting up meat in the house
needed l0l-150 feet of indoor line for drying clothes
preferred space in basement for drying laundry
preferred space for doing the washing and ironing in different
places
did some sewing other than mending
preferred space for leaving sewing machine open while not
sewing
handled eggs for market in the house
preferred space in basement for handling eggs
handled cream for market in the house
stored seed in the house
preferred some space for farm business
preferred space for farm business at a desk in the dining room
entertained family and farm groups in the house
preferred extra space to lie down
Family possessions
More farm families in Nebraska than in the North Central Region
had no pressure canner in the house
had no household scales in the house
had the following articles in the house: milk pails, milk strainer,
churn, cream cans, cream separator, ice cream freezer, water
bath canner, meat saw
had sewing machines
had no electric washing machine
had a gasoline washing machine
used wood or coal for cooking fuel
had a piano
had a dining room table
had a sideboard
had no library table
had no easy chair
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Fewer farm families in Nebraska than in the North Central Region
preferred a new farmhouse with
eight or more rooms
an attic
a front porch
a glassed and screened porch
a room combination of kitchen-dining room, living room, bed-
room(s), and other rooms
a living room
a work or utility room
heat in all rooms
a wash-up area for the men in the basement, regardless of
whether or not the house has a bathroom
a ioat ploset on first floor for the family
front door used as entrance by guests
a fireplace
space for serving meals in kitchen only
space for sewing located similar to that used at present
space for farm business located in living room
spare bedroom for guest use
space for sitting other than in living room
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APPENDIX B
Characteristics, Activities, and. Possessions
Terrr B-I.-FamiIy preference for number of stories in a new farmhouse, by number
of stories in present house.
Families
repolting
Percentage of families prefaring to build houses of
Numbtr of stories
in present house Other Noi TotalTwo
stories
One
One and a half
Two
Two and a half
Otherl
182 32.6 88.5
136 24.4 72.O
216 38.7 74.1
ll 2.0 54.b
l3 2.3 84.6
2.7 8.8
11.8 16.2
5.5 20.4
18.2 r8.2
t.t l.l
0.0 0.0 100
0.0 0.0 100
0.0 0.0 r00
9.1 0.0 100
0.0 0.0 100
Total Nebraska 558 100.0 78.1 6.5 1000.0o.22t5.2
Total North
Central Region 884 100.0 65.9 t000.216.3 17.5 0.1
1 l1 families lived in three-story houses, 2 families lived in basement houses.
2 I family preferred a two-and-a-half'stoly house.
Tanr,r, B-2.-Family preference for number of rooms in a new farmhouse, by number
of rooms in present house.
Number of rooms
in present house
Iamilies
reporting
Percentage of families by number of rooms
oreferred in a new famhouse relative to
' number of rooms in present house
No. Pct.
Same
numtrer
More
rooms
Fewer
rooms Total
4 rooms or fewer....
5 rooms
6 rooms
7 rooms
8 rooms or more......
..105
... . 102
........ 120
98
.. .. r33
18.8
18.3
2r.5
r7.6
23.8
13.8
25.4
43.!
21.4
3.0
86.0
64.7
28.3
o()
1.5
0.2
5.9
28.3
69.4
95.5
100
100
100
100
100
Total Nebraska.................. 558 I00.0 21.7 36.0 42.3 100
Total North
Central Region ..... ..... ...... 884 100.0 25.r 41.9 32.8 l00r
r No information was received from 0.2 families'
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Terrr B-5.-Family preferences for selected features in a new farmhouse.
Want I Do not want
Selected feature
Basement
Central
Sloping roof .............. 94.8
Frontporch.. .46.1
Back porch .. ............ 62.9
heating system .... 84.4 gl.7 13.6 7.5 2.0
3.1 5.2 2.r
49.6 36.8 4.3
31.0 42.0 6.1
63.8 54.5 3.6
36.1 52.9 9.3
63.2 56.8 6.0
75.r 70.0 1.3
0.8 100 100
6.0 100 r00
2.0 100 100
0.0 100 100
1.7 100 100
5.8 100 100
3.0 100 100
l.l 100 100
Percentage of families by preferences for selected features
Total
Nebr.
9I.31 93.7r 6.4
North
Centml
Region
I001000.72.35.tr
88.8
6t.2
58.0
Arric ................. .......... 32.6 43.8
Second-floor deck .... 54.6 4l.z
Fireplace....................30.8 40.2
Pantry ........................ 23.6p ZB.g2
1 families who consider a basement as either ,.necessaiy,, or .,nice.,,2 Among those who would have a pantry, the uses to be made of it would be:for storage by 51.5 percent of the Nebraska and
69.0 percent of the North Central Region;for work by 6.1 percent of the Nebraska and
10.6 percent of the North Central Region;for work and storage combined or for other pr.por.,
by 42.4 percent of the Nebraska and
20.4 percent of the North Central Region.
T"l1^,_19'.- farm family preference for a basement, by presenr possession of abasement-
Percentage of families by ratings given to basement
Posression of
a basement
Have basement .........
Have no basement ...
392 70.2166 29.8 0.3 t000.0 t00
Neces-
sary
87.2
74.7
Total
9.9
14.5
2.6
10.8
Total Nebraska .. 558 100.0 83.5 I 1.3 5.0 r000.2
Total North
Central Region 884 100.0 87.9 5.8 r000.75-t)
Lt
a9
Tenr-r B-7.-Type of construction preferred for porches, by type of porch preferred
for farmhouses.
Percentage of families preferring specified type of construction
Number of
families
reporting Glassed Screened Open Total
Type of porcbprefened Glassedand
sceened
No in-
forma-
tion
Front ..
Back ....,
Side .,...
'" " 282
............. 386
67
13.9
22.0
25.4
100
100
100
38.3 2r.666.1 7.031.3 10.4
21.6 4.61.8 3.13.0 29.93
Total Nebraska 7354 t9.2 52.3 r2.9 9.5 r006.1
Total North
Central Region 12082 5r.9 12.2 17.8 15.5 2.6
1 A total of 473 families in Nebraska (84.8 percent of those in the sample) stated their pref-
erences for porches, naming a total of 735 porches they would like to have; 35.1 percent of the
558 families would prefer both front and back porches; 8.1 percent wanted some other com-.
bination of two or more porches.
2 A total of 781 families in the North Central Region (88.3 percent of those in the sample)
stated their preferences for porches, naming a total of 1,208 porches they would like to havt;
37.2 pscent of the 884 families would prefer both front and back porches; 8.8 percent wanted
some other combination of two or more porches.
a The reason that this number is m large is that these families had never had the use of
a side porch, and therefore had no opinion whatsoever.
Terr,a B-8.-Direction preferred for porches, by type of porch preferred for farm-
houses.
Percentage of families prefening specified directions for porch
No. of
famiUes
reporting Total
r00
Type of
porch Combi'
nation
No in-
forma-
tion
Front ............281
Back .............. 387
Side ............... 72
47.7
32.6
909
33.1
40.0
999
6.4 3.2 0.4 9.2 100
t2.4 5.2 0.8 9.0 1005.5 r.4 4.2 37.5 100
Total
Nebraska 740a 38.0 43. I 9.5 t00n.90.94.0
Total North
Central
Region ..........12082 31.6
l See fmtnote l, table B-7. The total number of Nebraska families reporting porches is not
the same as shown in table B-7 becaure some families indicated no preference as to direction
but preference for glass and screen or vice versa.
rsee fmtnote 2, table B-7.
3r.) r0016.7 I1.9 2.r
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Tas'-n B-9.-Farm family preference for location of medicine and first aid supplies.
Percentage of families
Prefened location
North Centml Region
Bathroom
Kitchen ..
Bedroom
9t.2 80.9
t5.l
0.8
2.3
0.9
I t.3
0.2
0.4
o-7
Total .....
....... 103.81 r00.0
1 3.8 percent of the families in Nebraska would. prefer to have first aid supplies in both thebathroom and kitchen.
Tasr,n B-IO.-Farm family preference for coat closet.
Percentage of fanilies by preference for coat closet
For family use For guest use
Preference
Nebraska
North Cenral
Region
Would plan to have .......
Would not plan to have
No information 
...............
78.42
18.8
2.8
57.9
35.1
7.0
43.8
52.1
3.8
Total 100.0 r00.0 100.0 100.0
1 21.5 percent would have a family coat closet near back door
26.5 percent would have one near front d.oor
16.8 percent preferred other locations
2 32.8 percent would have a family coat closet near the back door
3$.& percent would have one near the front door
10.3 percent preferred other locations
Tesln B-ll.-Farm lamily preference for view from kitchen window.
Percentage of families preferring specified views
View preferred
Netrraska North Central Region
qt9
15.2
9.9
55. I
13.6
r.4
25.1
l9.l
l0.l
31.9
10.5
J.a
Total 100.0 100.0
1 Other yiews specified by families included:
7.0 perceflt yards or garden
1.2 percent fields
3.9 percent nature-trees, lake, etc.
0.5 percent children
0.4 percent chickens
0.4 percent something pretty
O.2 petcent school house
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TenlB B-I3.-Farm family preference Ior rooms to be heated,
All rooms
All rooms but one or 
-o.. t.Jio;;...... ..................Kitchen, dining room, living room2...
Kitchen and dining room only.......
Kitchen, dining room, living room and one other.
Rooms to be heated
Percentage of Nebraska familiespreferring to heat 1
35.8
I l.l
r9.9
8.8
0.9
10.8
0.1
6.6
3.6
0.4
0.5
Kitchen, dining room, one or more bedrooms...........
Kitchen, dining room, one other room ......................
Kitchen, living room.....
Kitchen, Iiving room, one or more bedrooms...........
Kitchen, living room, one other room
Kitchen, one or more bedrooms
Kitchen only ....
No information
0.5
0.4
'l otal ......... 100.0
1 North Cenhal Region family preferences for rooms to be heated are:
All rooms, 74.5 percent
Kitchen and one or two others,16.4 percent
Other,8.6 percent
No information, 0.5 pflcent
2 Includes living room-dining' room combinations.
Taslr B-14.-Frequency of preparing baked products.
Percentage of families preparing
Number of timesper month
None
Nebraska
North Central Region
t-3
Nebraska
North Central Region
4
Nehraska
North Central Region
5-O
Nebraska
North Central Region
7-8
Nebraska
North Central Region
More than 8
Nebraska
North Central Region
Do not know
Nebraska
North Central Region
27.0
r9.l
25.8
32.0
4.8
5.I
19.2
21.5
19.2
16.0
25.3
18.4
34.6
42.1
6.4
4.2
16.5
14.4
13.6
r0.5
14.9
r7.2
42.3
30.2
29.4
36.9
2.5
5..1
l9.l
13.6
20.9
r6.99ro
2.7
3.t
12.7
tz.2
46.2
18.5
r7.2
J5.5
30.3
23.8
32.1
27.7
12.5
6.7
25.8
43.9
13.8
10.6
24.0
22.6
3.8 3.65.4 9.7
o.2 0.00.9 0.7
3.8 4.8
2.9 2.5
8.6
5.8
2.r
3.1
0.2
t.5
22.4
l5.r
4.t 9.22.6 4.5
0.2 0.0 0.0
r.7 0.8 0.8
Total
Nebraska
North Central Region
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
r00.0
100.0 100.0100.0 100.0
k
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Tesr,r B-I5.-Number of baked products prepared at one time.
I I DozensI I of cook-
Pies I C"k.r I ies o.
Percentage of families preparing
Dozensf recipesl
of quick
breads
Dozens
of
yeast
rolls
r7.0
36.7
Loaves
of
yeast
trread
25.4
44.9
None
Nebraska
North Central Region2
I
Nebraska
North Central Region
I
Nebraska
North Central Region
,
Nebraska
North Central Region
4
Nebraska
North Central Region
5-O
Nebraska
North Central Region
More than 6
Nebraska
North Central Region
No information
Nebraska
North Central Region
54.r
43.4
34.2
14.0
18.3
l.l
8.8
on
7.1
8.2
19.4
34.2
r8.7
34.6
r8.s
8.2
22.3
69.4
58.6
16.7
l5.l
3.2
10.4
95.5
85.5
0.0
3.9
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.1
o.2
0.0
3.6
6.2
5.8
8.2
0.9
J.J
0.5
1.3
0.4
0.1
0.5
0.0
2.t
3.r
0.4
0.0
28.1
32.5
26.0
8.9
3.8
3.2
1.6
0.9
0.1
0.4
0.0
1.6
r.7
0.5
0.7
0.5
0.8
0.0
0.8
3.1
0.0
17.2 3.816.4 2.8
19.0
r0.0
18.8
14.6
19.4
14.2
ll.l
10.4
0.0
0.1
0.7
0.0
90
8.8
2.3
0.0
Total
Nebraska 100.0
North Central Region 100.0
100.0
I00.0
100.0
100.0
r00.0
100.0
t00.0 100.0100.0 100.0
t A "recipe" refers to the amount produced by 2 cups of flour. If the hous€wife could not
tell the amount of quick bread she ordinarily baked in more exact tsms, the interyiewer asked
her how many cups of flour she ured.
s A slightly larger percentage of the hommakers said that they baked more of each kind
of product when they were asted how much they baked at a time, than whea ask€d how often
they baked,
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Tenr,s B-17.-Families satisfied witJr present s€atin8 space for meals and preferring
more and less space, by location and size of present seating sPace'
Perrcntage of families Preferringto be able to serYe
Sam€
number
No infor-
metion
Number that can
be seryed in
Kitchen
None
l-4
5-6
7-8
9-10
u-12
More than 12
No information
45
r73
199
84
JC
20
.,
<)
8.1
3r.0
55. I
15.1
5.9
3.6
0.3
0.3
35.6
79.2
84.9
76.2
57.6
65.0
100.0
0.0
64.4
t4.4
5.0
4.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 0.06.4 0.0l0.l 0.0
r9.0 0.042.4 0.035.0 0.00.0 0.00.0 100.0
Tamilies
reporting
558 100.0 lJ.c t9q 0.3Total Nebraska
.Total North
Central Region r00.0 72.6 10.7 0.116.6
Dining Room
None
t-4
5-6
7-8
9-10
ll-12
More than 12
No information
185
0ll
89
r53
103
l6
I
33.1
0.0
2.0
15.9
27.4
18.5
9()
0.2
55. /
0.0
45.5
66.3
74.5
82.5
75.0
0.0
44.3
0.0
+5.5
18.0
5.9
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 0.00.0 0.09.0 0.0
r5.7 0.019.6 0.016.5 0.0
25.0 0.00.0 100.0
Total Nebraska 11.8558 bl,l
Total North
Cenral Region 100.0 71.5 23.5 5.0
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TABLE B-Ig.-Farm family preference for size of garbage can, by preferred location.
Families
reporting
Percentage of families by size of cin preferred
Less
thanI gal.
None 222
Kitchen 106
Porch 163
Workroom 23
Entry, basement
and other 30
Do not know
where 14
None
39.8 82.019.0 1.9
29.2 0.04.1 0.0
5.4 0.0
2.5 57.1
6.3 3.1
23.6 26.4t4.7 12.34.4 21.7
26.6 10.0
0.0 0.0
8.6 0.0 10047.2 0:9 100
72.4 0.6 10073.9 0.0 100
b6.7 6.7 r00
14.3 28.6 100
TotaI
Pct.
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Nebraska 558 100.0 34.4 0.0 r2.9 lt.3 40.0 I.4 I00
Total North
Central
Region 884 r00.0 t5.l 1008.0 34.3 r7.4 9/- 9 1.0
Families
repoting
Percentage of families by size of container preferred
20 gal. I Do
anrl I not Total
over I know
Prefered
location
None
Kitchen
Porch
Workroom
Entry, basement
and other
Do not know where
r00
100
t00
100
t00
100
444
20
67
I
9I
79.6
J.O
12.o
1.6
1.6
1.6
94.4
80.0
25.+
66.7
I l.l
999
2.5
20.0
71.6
45.5
66.7
I 1.1
3.1 0.00.0 0.00.0 3.00.0 0.0
22.2 0.0
I l.l 55.6
Tesla B-20.-Farm family preference for size of trash container, by preferred location.
Total Nebraska 558 100.0 82.6 13.r 3.0 I.3 100
Total North
Central Region 884 100.0 27.8 20.3 10.5 41.4 100
8l
Tear.E B-21.-Distribution of farm families, by kinds of food preserved.l
Families
Kinds of food preserved Nebraska North Central Region
PercmtNumber
Fruits and vegetables
Fruits, vegetables and meats
Fruits, vegetables, meats and
Fruits, ve_getables and poultry
Fruits onlv
Fruits and meat
Fruits and poultry
Fruits, meats and poultry
Vegetables and meat
Vegetables only
None
No information
poultry
317
r87
r7
0
5
0
0
0
I
8
I
56.8
c5.5
3.1
0.0
3.9
0.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.2
r.4
o.2
336
226
203
33
27
7
4
5
I
0
3l
3
38.0
26.7
23.0
x.l
3.r
0.8
0.5
0;3
0.1
0.0
J.D
0.3
100.0884100.0558Total
5
44
93
184
r36
74
l6
6
h
1 Combining the percentages.reported in the table, we find. that for
Nebraska 98.2 percent of the homemakers presened fruit
Teet-r B-22.-Distribution of 
.farm families, by number of linear feet of counterspacedesired for food preservation.
93.5 percent preserved vegetables
93,4 percent preserved fruit and vegetables
37.5 percent preserved meat
36.6 percent preserved fruit, vegetables and meat
3.1 percent presened poultry
North Central Region 96.1 percent of the homemakers preserved fruit
91.5 percent presened vegetables
91.4 percent preserved fruit and vegetables
50.9 percent presened mat
49.7 perent preserved fruit, vegetables and meat
27.5 percent preserved poultry
Families
Feet of counterspace desired North Cenral Region
Number Percent
None
l-6
7-8
9-10
I t-12
l3-I5
Over 15
No information
0.9
7.9
16.6
33.0
24.4
r3.2
2.9
l.r
28
l15
88
260
r57
t34
72
30
3.2
r3.0
9.9
29,4
17.8
15.2
8.1
8.4
Total
82
884 100.0100.0558
Tesr.E, B-23,-Preferred location for preparing food for preservation, by preferred
location for processing food.
Percentage of families preferring specifled locationfor preparing food to be prsened
No
food
pre-
seryed
chen I ment I Porch I room I do not
No food preserved 4 0.7 100.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100Kitchen 209 37.5 0.0 96.6 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.9 100Basement 205 36.7 0.0 1.0 98.5 0.0 0.0 0.5 r00Porch 8 1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 0.0 100Workroom l0l l8.l 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 0.0 100
Other; do not know 31 5.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100.0 100
Total Nebraska 558 100.0 0.7 36.2 1.6 r8.5 6.4 I0036.6
Total North
Central Region 884 100.0 97 100r9.99()30.840.2 J.5
Teslr B-24.-Distribution of farm families, by present and preferred location for
storing canned food.
Percentage of families 
-by location for storing
canned fmd
PreferredLocation for storing
canned food
No food preserved
Kitchen
Basement
Workroom
Other
No information
1.6
2.0
59.9
0.4
35.91
0.2
3.4
2.r
68.8
1.5
24.1
0.1
0.7
0.9
89.4
3.4
4.9
0.7
North Cenhal
Region
2.7
0.8
86.8
3.4
5.5
0.8
Total 100.0100.0 100.0 r00.0
r Of the 194 Nebraska families specifying other locations for storing canned foods:
140 families stored it in the cave
37 families stored it in the cellar
7 families stored it in other buildings
4 familim stored it in the pantry
3 families stored it in cabinets but location of cabinets was not specified
I family stored it in upstairs storeroom
I family stored it in porch
I family stored it in closet under stairs
83
Tanln B-25.-Meat cutting in the present farmhouse, and preferred location for meat
cutting in a new farmhouse.
Kind, amount and preferred location
No information ..
None......
Hogs only ..........
Beeves only ........
Hogs and beeves
Other ...
Total
Percentage of familics
North Central Region
0.3
63.1
11.5
21.9
0.5
100.0
0.7
63.1
t6.7
r4.9
4.6
100.0
58.6
23.3
8.4
b.5
1.4
t.8
100.0
0.0
68.5
7.0
4.r
18.7
r.1
100.0
0.0
68.5
r6.0
10.0
5.5
100.0
66.7
19.5
6.5
5.2l.l
1.0
100.0
Amount of meat cutting now done:
No information .....
None .......................
0-399 lbs.
400-799 lbs. .... .......
800 lbs. and over
Total ..............
Preferred location for meat cutting in a new
farmhouse:
No meat cutting in house...........
In basement
ln workroom
In kitchen
In other ]ocation............
No information ......
Total
Kind of meat cutting now done:
Terr.r B-26.-Amount of lard made at one time.
Percentage of families making
specified amounts at one time
Number of gallons of lard
l-3.......
4-6 .......
7-9.......
l0-12 ...
r3-15 ...
Nebraska
16.11
5.4
cz.J
17.7
16.8
5.2
5.2
1.3
North Central
ReEion
32.+
10.6
20.6
I 1.5
12.0
5.9
5.5
r.7
'l otal r00.0
1 See footnote l, table B-27.
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Tasr-n B-30.-Present and preferred location for drying laundry indoors'
Percentase of families, by location of space
-[or dryinc laundrY indoors
Location
Upstairs
Basement
"All over"
Kitchen
Porch
Dining room
Attic
Livin! room
Workroom
No laundry dried indoors
No information
Nebraska
2r.7
18.3
21.8
ll.6
o.J
o.5
2.0
3.4
l.l
5.0qK
North Centml
Region Nebraska
Prefemed
North Central
Region
t.t
60.1
6.7
0.8
1.9
0.7
3.9
0.2
r6.4
4.5
1.5
17.6
16.5
r5.5
9.4
8.0
5.8
b.+
5.4
3.1
r3.3
0.0
5.9
72.9
4.7
0.4
1.3
0.5
2.3
0.2
5.0
1.8
5.0
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0Total
Teslr B-3l.-Number of feet of clothesiine needed for indoor drying'
Percentage of families
Number of ftrt of lioe North Central Region
23.5
2.5
1.6
o.7
2.9
o.2
5.5
25.5
28.8
19.8
6.3
6.4
3.2
9q.
90
Nebraska
0.9
23.3
44.4
l5l-200 ............
201-250 .... ......
251'300............
301 and over
Do not know
None ..............
TotaI .... 100.0 100.0
TesrrB-32.-Familypreferenceforlaundrytubs,byhomemakers'experiencein
usins them.
.. 
..;
Families
Percentase of Iamilies prefming specilird
- kinds of tubs
Portable None
No
opinion Totalused No. Pct.
Portable only
Stationary only
Both
Neither
No information
100
100
100
100
r00
2.0
0.0
2.4
a.J
0.0
t54
4l
84
276
a
27.6
t.c
t5.l
49.5
0.5
40.9
26.8
J'.J
994
0.0
12.3
48.8
47.6
8.3
0.0
44.8
24.4
r6.7
65.9
100.0
558 100.0 29.4 2.5 49.8 100Total Nebraska 18.3
Total North
Tesr.r B-38.-Family preference for built-in ironing board, by homemakers' exper-
lence rn uslng one.
Expmience with
built-in ironing
board
Percentage of families by kind of rroning boardpreferred
Built-in Total
Have used
Ilave not used
No information
172
382
4
30.8
68.5
0.7
47.7
36.4
0.0
44.2
49.2
50.0
4.6
1.0
0.0
J.5
13.4
50.0
100
100
100
Total Nebraska 558 100.0 39.6 47.7 2.r I0.6 100
Total Norrh
Central Region 884 r5.50.5 r0050.633.4100.0
Taels B-34.-Preferred location for sewing, by present location.
Families
reporting
Percentage of families prefering specified locationfor sewing
Bed-
room
No in-
forma-
tion
No sewing done 58
Dining room 207
Bedroom 57
Living room 69
Kitchen 73
Sewing room 2l
Other 26
Combination 45
No information 2
10.4 98.3 0.0
37.r 32.4 51.7
r0.2 36.8 43.9
12.4 26.1 42.0
t3.l 24.6 54.8
3.8 100.0 0.0
4.6 53.8 42.3
8.1 44.5 46.7
0.3 0.0 50.0
0.0 0.0
1.9 0.0
0.0 7.0
5.8 4.4
4.1 1.4
0.0 0.0
3.9 0.0
0.0 2.20.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
1.9 4.3
1.8 7.0
5.8 7.2
1.4 8.2
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
99 9q
0.0 0.0
0.0 1.7
1.0 6.8
0.0 3.5
r.5 7.2
1.4 4.1
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
0.0 2.2
0.0 50.0
Total Nebraska 558 100.0 42.3 41.91 2.24 1.61 2.0a 4.51 0.71 4.81
Total North
Central Region 884 100.0
1 Percentages based on this classification would represent the percentage of the 5ig home.
makers who did not use a specified, location for seuing and. would like to use it. see figure gfor the percentages of the 558 who would like to use each location, including those who usedthe location as well as those a.ho did not.
50.0
88
Tenr-r, B-35.-Preferred location for cutting out garments' by present location'
ii
Families
reporting
Percentage of families preferring specified
location for cutting out garments
No infor-Present location
No garments cut out
Dining table
Kitchen table
Floor
Bed
Sewing table
Other
Combination
No information
68 12.2 97.0303 54.3 63.0t34 24.0 66.48 1.5 50.03 0.5 66.73 0.5 66.7l0 1.8 60.0
r5 2.7 86.614 2.5 25.7
1.5 0.0
23.8 0.0q1 n q0A L.I12.5 26.033.3 0.00.0 0.030.0 0.06.7 6.7
7.1 0.0
Other I mation,
upstairs ldon't know
1.5
9.9
8.2
12.5
0.0
3J.C
r0.0
0.0
57.2
No.
0.0
4.5
1.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Total Nebraskar 558 100.0 67.7
Total North
Central Regione 884 100.0 73.8
r s.. ftc* 9 for the p.r..I]Iil of t}* 558 who would like to use each location, including
those who used the location as well as those who did not'
2 See figure g for the pocentages of the 884 who would 'like to use each location, including
those who used the location as well as those who did not'
Tesro B-36.-Preference for leaving sewing machine open while not sewing'
No machine
Would
Would not
No opinion
Percentage oI
558 familiesin total
sample
Nebraska
r7.9
67.2
12.7
Percntage of
884 familiesin total
sample
Percentage of
458 families
having rwing
machines
Percentage of
643 families
having sewing
machines
North Cenhal
Region
91 9
49.0
21.4
2.4
0.0
81.9
15.5
2.6
0.0
67.3
29.4
c.a
100.0 100.0 r00.0 100.0Total
Tesr,r B-37.-Families having specified number of patterns to be stored'
Percentage of families
Number of patterns to be stored Nebraska Norttr Central Region
None ...........;.............
l-15 .............................
r6-30 ..........................
3l and over
12.0
39.6
25.8
2t.b
1.1
55.2
36.2
u.0
5.5
6.1No information ............
Total
89
.... 100.0 t00.0
Tear-r B-38.-Families having sewing materials ancl equipment to be stored.
Percentage of famiues
Number to be stored
Garments
None
Nebraska
North Central Region1-
Nebraska
North Central Region2-
Nebraska
North Central Region
3or4
Nebraska
North Central Region
5or6
Nebraska
_ 
North Central Region/ or more
Nebraska
North Central Region
No information -
Nebraska
North Central Region
t4.5
4+.4
59.r
18.8
14.9
l0.l
1.3
8.4
0.5
5.2
67.6
68.5
24.7
18.7
3.6
6.8
1.6
4.3
0.4l.l
73.r
I 5.1
20.6
tt.2
4.1
3.9
95.5
96.9
96.1
94.9
0.5
4.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
8.4
12.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.4
2.8
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.7
3.2
0.2
1.4
0.0
t.0
3.r
0.t
1.3
0.3
0.0
0.5
2.1
0.t
1.3
3.6
3.4
0.6
Total
Nebraska
North Central Region
100.0
100.0
r00.0
100.0
100.0
r00.0
r00.0
100.0
r00.0
100.0
Tasln B-39.-Quantity of eggs and cream handled in the farmhouse daily.
Dozens of eggs
handled dailyin house
Percentage of families Pflcmtage of familiesGallons of oeam
handled dailvin house'
None ................I or less............
1-5 .................
6-8 ............... ..
9 or more..........
No information
Nebraska North CentralRegion Nebraska North CentralRegion
None ..................
r-5 .. ...
6-10.. .. . .
u-15 . ..............
16 and over...... ..
No information
24.0
50.2
r6.5
8.3
0.5
0.5
47.6
29.3
13.6
5.1
c,l
0.1
co.5
c5.5
27.8
0.0
0.0
0.2
76.0
r7.t
5.1
0.7
0.4
0.1
Total 100.0 I00.0 Total .......... 100.0 100.0
Terlr B-40.-Quantity of seed stored in the farmhouse.
Percentage of families
Amount of seed stored Nebraska 
I
North Central Region
None .............
l-4 bushels
5-9 bushels
l0 or more bushels
Some, but no
62.7
6.6
14.5
16.0
0.2
74.4
8.1
5.2
8.2
J.5information on amount....
Total
90
100.0 100.0
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Tenrn B-43.-Kind of space needed in the farmhouse for farm and home business.
Farm business Home busiuess
Percentage of families Percentage of familie
Kind of
space needed North Ceitral
Region
Kind of
space needetl
Nebraska
North Central
RegionNebraska
None .................... I6.9
Desk ..................... 74.9
Separate room.... 7,7
Other................... 0.0
No information .. 0.5
26.9
58.7
12.6
0.9
0.9
None ................
Desk ..................
File drawer ....,.
Space in kitchen
Combination,
other ..........
No information
92.2
5.2
0.2
1.0
0.2
o.2
87.1
4.3
4.5
1.3
t.9
0.9
Total ... 100.0 I00.0
Terr-r B-44.-Preferred location in the farmhouse for desk for farm business.
Total ....... 100.0 100.0
Percentage of 418
families uanting
desk for farm
business
Percentage of 519
families wanting
desk for fam
business
Preferred location for desk
Living room
Dining room
Kitchen ........
Den ................
Sewing room
Bedroom .....
Other ...........
No information
Nebraska
39.7
44.3
3.1
1.0
t.4
2.6
2.6
3.J
Noth Central Region
49.1
30.7
5.0
2.r
1.9
8.9
0.0
Total 100.0 100.0
Tanr.r, B-45.-Preferred location for guests to sleep, by number of overnight guests
farm families would like to have.
Number of
guests farm
families
would liketo have
Families
reporting
Percentage of families by preferred location of guest
sleeping space
No. Pct.
Spare
bed-
room
Family
bed-
room
Living
room
C)ther No
guests
t,lo in-
forma-
tion
Total
None .................. 5I or 2 ................307
3 or 4 ...............205
5 or 6 ................ 34
7 or more ........ 4
No information 3
0.9
55.0
36.8
6.1
0.7
0.5
20.0
62.2
71.7
55.9
100.0
66.7
40.0
27.3
l4.r
23.5
0.0
0.0
0.0 1000.0 1000.5 1000.0 r000.0 1000.0 r00
0.0
0.7
0.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0 40.09.1 0.7t3.2 0.0
I r.8 8.80.0 0.00.0 33.3
Total Nebraska 558 100.0 65.2 99 1 100o.2t_410.60.5
Total North
Central Region 884 100.0 7.479.5
92
6.3 2.9 3.1 0.8 100
Teer-r B-46.-Number of feet of shelf space needed for books and magazines, by
preferred location.
Preferred
location
for shelf
space
Iamilies
reporting
Percentage of families needing specified number of
feet of shelf space
Living room 244
Office 15
Child's bedroom 26
Dining room l0l
Kitchen 40
Parents'bedroom 8
Other 5l
43.7 33.2
2.7 40.0
r8.I 46.5
7.2 92.5
1.4 62.5
9.1 49.0
6-10
35.7 25.4
r3.3 40.0
23.r t9.2
32.7 18.8
5.0 0.0
25.0 12.5
19.6 21.6
2l-30 3l -40 4r -50
3.3 1.2
0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0
1.0 0.0
2.5 0.0
0.0 0.0
7.8 0.0
Total
0.8 0.4 100
0.0 6.7 100
0.0 0.0 r00
1.0 0.0 100
o.0 0.0 100
0.0 0.0 t00
0.0 2.0 r00
No.
Total Nebraskal 44.421 2q.?2r 21.62n 2.92" 0.6r' 0.6e. 0.6r. 100
To.tal North
Central Regionl .... 29.22 20.92 26.92 10.8' 7.42 3.02 1.82 100
1 Because mme homemakers may have said that they wanted shelf space in more than one
location, the sum of the numbers of families reporting would equal, not the total number of
families desiring some shelf space, but the total number of desired locations for shelf space
specified by those families who wanted some space,
2" The base for this percetrtage is the 485 desired locations for shelf space specified by those
families who wanted some space.
2 The base for this pflcentage is the 862 desired locations for shelf space specified by thos
families who wanted some space.
Terrr B-47.-Preferred location for extra sitting space, by present space.
Percentage of families preforing specified location
None 503
Dining room 4
Kitchen 8
Parlor I I
Other 2l
No information ll
None
90.1 69.4
o.7 25.0
r.4 37.5
2.0 27.3
3.8 23.8
2.0 36.4
Recrea-
tion
room
1.0 3.7 1.2
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 25.0 0.0
0.0 36.3 18.2
19.0 14.3 r4.3
9.1 9.r 0.0
2.2 zt.t
50.0 25.0
37.5 0.0
0.0 9.1
14.3 4.8
0.0 4b.4
t.4
0.0
0.0
9.1
9.5
0.0
100
100
100
100
100
100
Total Nebraska 558 100.0 65.4 1.8 10021t.43.4I.82.0x9
Total North
Central Region 884 100.0 55.8 I00t6.2 6.t1.73.08.38.9
93
Teslr B-48.-Preferred location for extra place to lie down, by present location.
Present
location
of extra place
to lie down
f'emiliss
reporting
Percentage of fmilies by prefmed
Iocation of dtra place to lie down
No. Pct. None Porch Den
Remea-
tion
room
othef No in-forma-
tion
Total
None 354 63.5
Diningroom lIl 19.9Porch 32 5.7Other 57 10.2
No information 4 0.7
52.3 16.75.4 6.33.1 68.88.8 7.00.0 25.0
r3.5
80.2
15.6
38.6
0.0
3.4
4.5
3.1
5.4
0.0
4.8
0.9
3.1
33.3
0.0
9.3
2.7
6.3
8.8
75.O
I00
t00
r00
100
100
TotaI
Nebraska 558 r0029.4 8.26.83.616.7JJ.J100.0
Total North
Central
Region 884 r00.0 46.4 rs.8 7.4 1001.)16.42.8
I Includes workroom, kitchen, office, sewing room.
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APPENDTX C
Difierences Between Nebraska and the North Central Regron
Tes* c-I'-comoarison of family characleristics, preferences and activities in Ne-braska and N6rrh Central Regi";.----'"'
Comparison of significant difierences
FAMILY AND HOUSEHOLD CHARACTERISiTS
Tenure
Full owner of farm
Renter of farm
Size of farm
Size of 260-499 acres
Type of farming
General farniing
Cash grain farming
Livestock farming-
Income
Income under $1,800
Income from 93,000 to 4,99g
The houses
27.8
43.0
28.4
35.0
27.9
31.7
s.7
34.t
43.7
2r.7
r3.8
59.3
9.5
8.5
28.8
24.4
45.1
5 /.O
72.4
72.3
65.9
41.9
32.8
31.4
l5.l
,J,5
J5,O
94.7
5.0
48.4
87.3
76.7
xq,
45.8
36.7
74.2
47.t
81.0
89.2
128.0
70.8
16.0
62.1
r0.4
8.7
l.J
25.0
4.9
l0.t
12.8
20.7
19.2
76.0
160.9
146.r
24.2
15.0
87.0
7.8
920.4
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.0r
0.01
0.10
0.01
0.01
0.0r
0.01
0.01
0.0r
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.0r
Basement or cellar finished bb.6Separate dining room 66.2Electricity - 6b.2
Adequate number of bedrooms g5.g
FAMILY PREFERENCES
Number of stories
One story house Zg.f
Number of rooms preferred in a new house
relative to number in present house:
More rooms than in-present house 86.0
.tewer rooms than in present housc 42.3
Add 
.or remoyg specified rooms in present houseLike to add a dining room ZO.BLlke to remove a bedroom g4.I
Room combinations
Kitcher, dining room, living room,
bedroom combination - 44.4Kitcherr-dining room, Iiving room,
bedroom, other l4.g
Specified rooms
Like living room 70.9Like living-dining room 27.2W.ould ]ike no ..6ther,, room 61.7Like bedroom downstairs gZ.4
Bathrooms
House without lavatory, would likebathroom downstairi gb.l
House with Iavatory, would like
- 
bathroom upstairs 27.7
House with lavatory, would like
bathroom downitairs fg.g
Continued on pages 96 and gi.
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Terr-n C-1.- (continued) .
46.0 37.2 12.033.0 40.0 7.561.2 38.5 71.4
fi
Compuircn of significant difierences
In the washroom or lavatorv 29.0
Men's wash-up area
Location for men's wash-up area with a bathroom
In the basement l5.l
Regional(Percentage)
chi-
square
value
r6.4
74.4
37.2
1t3.7
237.4
124.8
100.2
17.3
.r/-,
r2.0
28.6
32.4
26.8
40.0
49.4
190.1
43.5
19.7
24.4
7.s
r0.6
19.8
oot
12.1
8.4
13.4
42.6
48.3
61.5
rt2.4
7r.8
85.7
43.9
I1.9
9.8
45.3
72.9
85.7
Features of houses
Glass porch
Glass and screen porches
Front porch (preferred)
Want attic
Prefer second floor deck
Prefer fireplace
Medicine cabinet in bathroom
Coat closet for family
Coat closet for guests
Guests to enter back door
Guests to enter front door
Like to heat all rooms
Ratings of selected features
Rating number I
Separate dining room
First floor workroom
Work porch
Rating number II
Separate dining room
Front porch
Fireplace
Second floor deck
Rating number III
Separate dining room
First floor workroom
Work porch
Fireplace
Second floor deck
FAMILY ACTIVITIES
Food preparation
Do bake cakes
Do bake quick breads
Do bake yeast breads
Do bake yeast rolls
Meal service
Do serve meals in kitchen only
Do serve meals in kitchen and
dining room
Location for men's wash-up area without a bathroom
In the basement 10.7 23.+
It.6
199
59.1
61.2
43.8
41.3
40.2
80.9
78.4
43.8
24.5
57.9
74.5
ln the washroom or lavatorv 35.1
52.3
19.2
46.1
32.6
54.6
30.8
9r.2
64.9
57.9
40.5
38.9
38.2
20.2
21.8
2r.3
31.0
33.1
48.7
27.8
68.8
54.8
96.4
92.1
74.2
82.8
l8.l
59.1
O5.tt
29.9
38.5
24.3
tr.2
36.5
32.6
28.0
24.3
25.0
3t.c
39.5
59.7
62.3
89.6
79.2
56.r
6i3.7
15.5
26.4
28.5
47.7
99L
29.6
r6.6
l5.l
34.3
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.0r
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
Prefer to serve meals in kitchen only 8.1
Prefer to serve meals in kitchen and
dining room
Seat l-4 at kitchen table
Seat 5-6 at kitchen table
Seat 9-10 at dining room table 31.9
Prefer no garbage can 34.1
Prefer l-2 gallon garbage can 12.3
h
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Tenr,n C-1.- (concluded) .
Comparimn of significant difierences Nebraska( Percentage)
chi-
square
valrre
Food preservation
Pr6serve fruits and vegetables 56'8
Store fruits and vegetables in the
. basement - 59.7
Meat cutting and lard making
Prefer no meat cutting in the house 58.6
Lard now stored in the house 76.7
No lard now made in the house 16.1
Trim fat at the locker 4l.l
Laundering
Prefer basement indoor drYing
space for laundry 72-9
Neea l0l-150 feet indoor drying
clothesline 44 '4
Prefer to wash and iron in
Regional
( Percentage)
38.0
68.8
66.7
63.r
32.6
19.3
60.1
28.8
62.1
73.0
50.0
27.2
49.0
67.3
35.2
17.0
18.8
18.7
52.4
70.0
24.O
74.4
63.1
58.7
49.1
30.7
79.5
909
20.9
55.8
46.6
46.9
14.6
64.4
12.4
9.5
29.1
47.4
79.8
27.6
36.7
99 I
48.r
8.7
16.2
45.6
37.0
94.4
l7.l
246.1
7.4
81.0
r4.4
223.4
c)9 9
67.1
35.4
12.t
27.7
29.6
35.0
10.4
tr.2
r7.9
167.4
23.7
0.01
0.01
0.0r
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
o.dl
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
different place
Sewing
Do some sewing
74.O
89.6
29.3
8l.l
24.9
Prefer to sew in same Place asDresent 42.3
Haie no machine 17.9
Prefer to leave machine oPen
(percent of all families) 67.2
Families with a machine prefer
to leave open (Percent of
those with ma-hines) 81.9
Have no patterns to be stored 12.0
Have 16-30 patterns to be stored 25.8
Have to store garments in Process
of being made 59.1
Have to store quilts in process
of being mide 24.7
Farm work requirements
Families hahdling eggs 76.0
Prefer to handle eggs in basement 79.0
lamilies handling Cream 63-b
Do not store seedin the house 62.7
Farm and home business requirements
Prefer space in the home for farm
business 83'1
Prefer desk for farm business 74.9
Prefer desk for farm business
located in living room 39.7
Prefer desk for farm business
located in dining room 44.3
Hospitality, leisure and plaY
frefer luests to rrr..fu.6 bedroom 65.2
Prefer 105 feet shelf space for books
and magazines 44-5
Prefer 6-10 feet shelf sPace for
books and magazines
Prefer no extra silting sPace 65.4
Prefer no extra soace to lie down 35.3p
Entertain family groups
Entertain farm groups
97
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Tarlr C-4.-Farm family income in Nebraska related to selected family character-
istics.l,2
Perccntage
Characteristics
tramilies with
inmmes Degr_€esol
freedom
Type of farm operation:
Full-time farmers:
Owners or part owners 44.2
Full renters 43.0
Part-time and non-farmers 12.8
100.0
Age of homemaker:6
Under 35 years
35 to 49 years
50 years and over
Type of family:
Younger families
Older families
30.2 56.2 -r50.4 36.7 t19.4 7.r )
ro0I- T60r
45.8 29.8 r29.e 4o.o I24.3 30.2 )
-1000 100.0
.\
46.1 39.1 t53.9 60.9 J
-loo3- rmI-
79.3 0.01r
J.l 0.10c
Jt.c
35.2
27.5
- t00r-
45.5
54.1
- 100.0
0.0115.4
a See footnote 1, table l, page 12, for criteria of significant difference between income groupr.
z There wtre no significant diflerences in the dishibution of income groups among type'of-
farming areas of the state.
o Nine households did not report their incomes.
4 When tests were made for farm operaton only, the incomes of rentss were significantly
lower than those of ownes or part owners at the 0.01 level of significance'
r Ior 12 households, no data werg obtained for age of homemaker'
o'When t6ts wqe made for six classificationg of family type in relation to income, a sig-
nificant difierence was found at the 0.02 percent level.
l0l
Tesr.r C-5.-Difierences between income groups related to housing needs and
preferentes of farm families.l
Characteristics indicating
farm family housing
needs and preferences
State
of
Nebraska
24.8
63.6
3l ,l
25.5
64.8
61.6
55.7
44.8
57.2
2t.3
30.2
Jl,:
82.9
46.8
Petcentage
l3.l
51.6
25.8
l5.l
54.8
52.O
48.+
27.8
43.3
10.3
21.8
27.8
75.0
41.7
u.l
40.9
62.7
45.2
Degrees
of
freedom
chi-
square
values
Level of
significance
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.0r
0.01
0.0r
' o.ol
0.01
0.01
0.01
Occupied dwellings have:
Bathroom
Six. or more rooms
Running water
Central furnace
Electricity, any kind
Separate dining room
Gas or oil used as
heating fuel
Family possessions:
Gas or electricity used
as cooking fuel
Mechanical refrigeration
Vacuum cleaner
Pressure canner
Family activities in farm-
house:
Entertain social groups
Homemakers' preferences
for features in a new farm-
house:
Space for farm business
Sewing room
ffomemakers' ratings of
features desired in a new
farmhouse:
Fireplace
Lavatory in addition to
bathroom
Front porch
First-floor workroom
19.1 0.0r
20.7
5.r
2r.r
7.6
5.0
21.6 0.01
34.7
I C.l
47.8
35.0
73.4
69.7
62.0
59.3
69.0
30.6
Jl.c
45.1
89.6
51.2
34.7
60.6
50.8
54.5
33.r
28.5
28.1
27.9
20.8
tI .9
I0.l 0..01
54.8
46.7
34.3
15.3
26.6
5 r.5
56.3
50.3
0.01
0.05
0.01
0,0r
0.05
I See footnote 19, page 61, for criteria of significant difierence.
r02
Tesr-r C-6.-Type of farm operation related to selected family characteristics.l
Farm full time as:
All I l --lp,families I Owners or I Full I tron-(558) I part ownss I renters I farmersI tz+el I (23e) I .nt)
Characteristic
Age of homemaker:2
Under 35 years
35 to 49 vears
50 years lnd over
Family type:
Younger families
Older families
Family income:3
Under,93,000
$3,000 and over
Type-of-farming area:
Southeast
Northeast
South Central
North Central.
trVestern
Size of familv:
Four or ILss persons
Five or more persons
37.0 22.7 54,135.4 37.7 95.427.6 39.6 r0.5
l00J 1003 100.0
7t.9 60.9 86.628.1 39.1 13.4
100.0 100.0 100.0
45.9 31.3 53.854.1 68.7 16.2
100.0 1000 100.0-
14.9 r4.5 t4.229.0 26.2 33.139.6 39.9 41.86.5 9.3 3.810.0 l0.l 7.1
100.0 100.0 100.0
69.0 72.2 64.031.0 27 .8 36.0
r00J l00J 100.0-
30.0 r
27.t I
42.9 )
100.0
6o.e I39.r J
l0o.o
)7o.o !
30.0 J
100"0
18.3 l
25.4 I31.0 I
5.6 I
rcJ )
100"0
74.6 )
25.4 )
t00J
0.0145.5
77.5 0.01
44.3 0.01
16.5 0.05
5.1 0.10
1se fmtnote 1, table c-2, page 98, for citeria of significant difierence bit**r-t1p., offarm operatiorr.
2 Ior 12 houselrolds, no data were obtained for age of homemaker.3 Nine households did not relrcrt theii incomes.
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APPENDIX D
SURVEY PROCEDURES
FORE\ryORD
The Nebraska Agricultural Experiment Station allocated funds for a. state study
of farm housing requirements at the time of field work for the North Central farm
family housing study in which the Station participated. This appendix describes the
procedures used in the design and execution of the sample survey for the state study
of open-country family housing requirements.
By conducting field work for the state survey and the regional interviewing jointly
and by following the regional sampling and analysis schemes as much as possible,
data for the Nebraska study could be collected with a maximum of speed and
economy. To this end a sampling design for the state was superimpoqed on the
regional structure so that all clusters of households already chosen in Nebraska for
the North Central sample became.part of the Nebraska sample. These clusters were
pooled with additional clusters to yield a large enough sample for the state.
The consulting services and facilities of the Statistical Laboratory, Iowa State
College, Ames, Iowa, which were being used in the North Central study, were em-
ployed for designing this sample, preparing general instructions for field procedure,
and making certain tabulations and analyses of the data.
OBIECTTVES OF T}IE NEBRASKA SAMPLING DESIGN
(l) To obtain a sample of houdeholds which will be generally rePresentative of
all households in the open-country portion of the state.
(2) To be able to make estimates of state totals, means, etc., from the sample
data, which could be compared with corresponding regional estimates if so
desired.
(3) To obtain a sample which permits the determination, on the basis of in-
formation from the sample alone, of the precision of estimates made from
the sample data.
(4) To utilize available resources to choose a general structure for the sample
which would provide a maximum of information (precision) for the amount
of funds spent.
THE SAMPLING PLAN
De&nition of Population and of Universe
The population of households to be studied was restricted to households in the
open-country zone and included all households in that zone rather than house-
holds of farm operators only. This decision concerning the nature of the popula-
tiori of households to be dealt with made the problem of pieparing a sample much
easier, as the Master Sample Project materialsl developed at the Statistical Laboratory
include area sampling information which covers the oPen-country zone in detail.
In 1940 approximately 96 percent of all farms in the state fell into this zone.
Dcfinition of terms for this suwey:
(l) Housuror-o: is a family or any group of persons living together, with corn-
mon housekeeping arrangements, in the same living quarters. Persons
not related to, but living with, the family unit are regarded as members
of the household. (A more complete definition covering special cases of
rKing, A. J., and Jessen, R. J', "The N{aster Sample of Agriculture," lournal ol the Amer'
ic an Stotisti c cl A sso ciat ian, 40: 38-56, March, I 945.
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(3)
(4)
membership in a household was given in the interviewers, euestionnarreInstructions.)(2) opru-couurRy zoNE: consists of all the area lying outside of incorporaterl
places (cities and towns), unincorporated name places and other un-
incorporated places with a 1940 population density of at least 100 persons
per square mile.
PoputerroN: has been defined as including all households in the open-
country zone of Nebraska. The smallest element of this population, the
household, is the major unit of observation on which datJwire obtained.
UNtvnnsr: is the aggregate of small areas of land or sampling units (into
which the geographic area of the open-country zone his been divided.)The population of households is wholly contained and distributed
geographically within the universe, and whereas the size of the popula-
tion is unknown and changing, that of the universe is known and c-onitant
by definition.(5) SaMrlluc uurr (s.u.): is a small area of land that on the average encloses a
cluster of four to twelve households. Its boundaries ,." ,rrih that thev
can be located in the field.(6) Selrrun SEcMENT: is the term applied to a sampling
chosen for the sample.
which has been
The population was in a sense an unknown entity in that no accurate up-to-date
measure of its size existed at the time the sample was designed. The moit recentinformation available for open country by county was the lg40 number of farms
and a map count of the number of indicated farms and dwelling units. By 194g,
whel this survey was being planned, a number of significant shiits in population
might be expecred. Use of- the area sampling techni(ues avoids this p.oit.- uypermitting the association of every element in ihe population of unknoin size with
one and only one small area of known size and loiation. Therefore, although data
on open-country family housing for Nebraska were mainly taken on trouieholcls,the popu^lation 
.actually sampred was one of small, contig,ous areas containing
clusters of households and is called ttre uniterse-
Size of the Sampling Unit
From the. Master sample project materials, lb,4g5 small, contiguous areas called
sampling units were designated, covering the open-country zone o--f Nebraska. Each
sampling unit (s. u.) contained, on the average, about eight indicated (map) farms
and four to twelve indicated dwelling units. arn terms oflhe Master sample rroiect
materials, the s. u. was composed of two adjacent master-sample-sized' units, or
m. s. s. u.'s.)
Selection of a Sample of S.U.,s
- 
Two stages of sampling were invorved in the over-a[ scheme: (r) probabilitv
selection of a sample of small areas, and (2) selection of a random sample of house-
holds within those sample areas. The area sampling methods were deverioped aroundthe belief that the essential requirement for -a dependable, representatiive sampleis tha-t the laws of probability should operate in thi selection of the sample so thatthe chance which each element of the universe or popuration has of cdming intothe sample is known. If proper methods are followed, unbiased estimates of thepopulation and its characteristics can be made from such samples.The first stage in the sampring plan dispersed the sample by a serection (at
constant rates) of segments throughout the state. counties were ordered withinthe state in a serpentine manner, starting at the northwest corner and progressing
toward the east. (Figure 12 showstoth this ordering of counties and the geo;raphildistribution of the segments.) within counties, mas6r-sample-sized units ?m.!.s.u.ttwere ordered in a contig.ous, serpentine manner and cumuiated by county (see tableD-l).
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Tasr.n D-1.-Universe totals and summary of the first stage of sampling.
I Sioux
2 Scotts Blufi
3 Banner
4 Kimball
5 Cheyenne
6 Morrill
7 Box Butte
8 Dawes
9 Sheridan
I0 Garden
I I Deuel
12 Dundy
13 Chase
14 Perkins
15 Keith
County
1940 open-
country cen
Iarmsl
Master
sample
tNOD2
Number
ot
m.s.s.u.
250
250
r87
318
r54
lated
equivalent
number of
s.u.'s
No. assigned
to smple
segment3
within-
sample
INOD
698 781 t601887 2658 454328 385 9l510 527 r33tt37 il00 283
number of
m.s.s,u,'s
160
614
705
838ttzl
1371
t62r
1808
2126
2280
24r7
2614
2807
3026
3230
80
307
352
4r9
560
685
8r0
904
I063
I 140
1208
1307
1403
l5r3
I6r5
9-10II
12-13
1+
l5
16
17
l9-20
5
6-1
o
?4
7
r3
l0
l3
t1
l9lt
8
l0
6
6
20
997 ll40844 933827 8491222 1264643 194
509 528 137648 803 197
748 771 193862 853 219694 90r 204 l8
86 Nemaha
87 Johnson
88 Otoe
89 Cass
90 Sarpy
9l Douglas
92 Washington
93 Burt
1313 15931254 1407
2150 23101836 205r954 n49
il88 14891503 16901465 1707
28,256 14,t28
28,580 14,290
29,136 14,568
29,634 14,817 t78
29,877 14,938
30,168 15,084
30,565 15,282
30.970 15.485 188
l6
t8
3l
8
l9
1C
99
359
324
550
498
243
291
397
405
t70-t7t
112-r73
r74-r77
r79-180
t8t
182-183
184-185
186-187
TOTAL 116,072 131,239 30,970 19 + 169 1559
1By 
"census fam" is meant that which is considered a farm according to the definition used
by the U. S. Bureau of Census. The numbs of open-country census farms is derived from the
1940 Census of Agriculture data and the Master Sample Project materials. The figures indicare
the number of farms whose headquarttrs are in the open-country zone-not t_he number of farms
whose operators liae it th.e open country.
2 INOD means "indicated number of dwellings" and was obtained from map counts.
B Segments were selected systematically following random number starts, a sampling rate ofI out of 1652 m.s,s.u.'s being used to specify regional segments (double-sized m.s.s.u.'s) and a
rate of I out of 165 to specify state supplement segments.
Nineteen segments or sample s.u,'s had been selected as the state portion of the
North Central study, as follows: A regional sampling rate of I out of 1652 m.s.s.u.'s
had been applied systematically to the cumulative listing of m.s.s.u.'s, beginning with
a random number start of 1233. Each selected m.s.s.u. was then combined with the
one following it in the cumulative listing to form a sampling unit. Since each state
in the North Central Region had been treated as a stratum and sampled separately
for the regional study, it rvas possible to obtain an adequate state sample simply
by having a supplemental sample drawn and pooling it rvith the lg regional seg-
ments. Since at least 500 interviews were wanted, an over-all sample size ten times
that of the regional portion was considered quite adequate, as well as convenient
for sampling purposes. Accordingly, to select the state supplement a rate of I
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out of every r6b m.s.s.u.'s was appried systematically from a random.number srartof 78. whenever it was found thit'both i state suppiementar ."g-."iu;J". regionalsegmenr were specified._lithin rhe same grorrp oi ror m.s.s.u-'t 
"r-ri"ii"ru-prioginrerval, the supprementar segment was thrJwn tut., so we can disrega.a*ii. ,.pu.ur.draws of- rhc two porrions Jf the N.b.a.ka sample and thus havi, in efiect, onesample of r8g segments serected systematically at a rate of r out of g2.5 s.u,s, wherean s. u. is a double m.s.s.u.
Every s' u. defined in the state thus had an eq-uar chance of being serected forthe sa'mple, i'e', one chance_out.of g2.b. Region{ segments *..e tr8n-aesignate<Iin red on two sers of county highway *"p"'""a roi. ."ppr.-""r'.rffirro *.."designated in green. one sei_ottaps'*rr?r rr. in the fierd by the interviewer;the orher set, for the office and.rp"*iro...
Sampling Within the Segment
(Selection of a subsample of households)
,.,^ll.:..o19 stage.of sampling was a field operation carried out by the inter-vrewer according ro insrrucrions provided by the statisti;i i;;";;;;yi a ,.n*.a_take"- method or subsampling was used ,o ..i".iu, ;;;;;;"nJ"l.ir.rl *,,ni,each segment' These three-households *...-"Jta sample households. rn caseswhere the interviewer found three o. r.* u.t,*r rro,rr.'rrora, i, trr".1".g;.rrt, urrwould be sample households.
After reaching a sample segment, the interviewer cruised its boundaries antrlr:y u..rurr:n ot itre segment, siowing tte to.ution of alr observed househord dweil-rng units, churches, schools, etc., and ioting any discrepancies f.r_ it.-..r"ty map.Next the actual households in each r.g-.;i;.; numbered in a countercrockwiseorder, starting from the northeast 
.o.ri", oi ,t 
" 
-..g.r,. 
sample households werethen selected for interviewing ty 
-"urrs ;r; ;i. of random number se,. providedby the Laborarory.2 For exampte, segment re, i" it*idr"fri;;ffi*;:i Lpecteanumber of eleven households, was flund ,;';;;i;;i;;";;#,trffi:tis. rrrefirst unused random number set for a r.g-;;i;; nine househords (as determinedfrom the interviewer's table) spe-cifiea 
",i-t"* i,";;il;};;;iI;i"r5l1li,"_.The chance of anv hou^seh-old s being ..i;.i;; fo. .o_pl"[.il;#;;irg *".equivalent to the product of (r) the .r,ri.. *rriJ rhe sampring unit on which thchousehold was Iocated had 
-of being .hosen, ,"J-iZy ,f,. ,i,irfrfir_r.g*;r,t'.r-prirrgrate or approximaterv the fraction three divided by the actual number of house-holds found within that sampling unit.
Who Was to Be Interviewed
The eligible respondent to be interviewed from a sample household was thesenio.r homemaker, who was defined u" tn.' a"rxlon--mahing homemaker of the house-
CaIl-Backs
When an interview *y1d^1.: be obtained during the firsr call to a sample house-Ii#:ili;1',T'i'.:iiff iH:J:iT::n:t,-*f ";;;;;;;;iliiuJ.,"ffi ""0.,.
a t leas t . ; ;; i, i;;,i' ;?,""-p,' ; ;;;'H #;'.JiH'.#',X Tl"#ffilriT:T.i,;exceptions were in cases of dutrigtri ."r"orr ff the ho-.-uker or when it wasknown that rhe homemaker either';;il; il. ioro. for a rong period of rime
;l-ffiilX,'5:l-rr.T,1Tlfr:l-,"ir"rue'tio"' roii'u'o" such as aE"i',.,,,1,;so"s.
tJJl:t"ilP" was incruded in the interviewer's manual 0f "Fierd operations and sampling -
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Tr€atm€nt of Noninterviews in the Field
In a carefully made survey dependent on interviews for information, attention
should be given to the problem of what to do when an interview can not be
obtained from a specified respondent. In this case, it was decided to employ a
conffolled-substitution scheme within segments. According to this scheme, if an
interview was not obtained from a designated sample household after several
calls, it was regarded as a noninterview household and certain procedures werc
followed:(l) A questionnaire was assigned to the noninterviewed subsample household,
and a detailed reason for noninterview recorded inside. Also, as much information
as could be ascertained-by observation, from neighbors, and from other members of
the household-about the type of structure, composition of the household, and farm
characteristics was filled out in the questionnaire. Space was provided for mis-
cellaneous comments about the eligible respondent or her home.
(2) Field, substituti.on was made for this household, according to rule, and the
number assigned to the substitute household on the segment sketch was recorded in
the questionnaire for the noninterviewed household. The rule for substitution
specified that the household next in counterclockwise or numbering order to the
noninterview household should be contacted for a substitute interview. If an inter-
view could not be obtained here with reasonable effort, a questionnaire was assigned
to the household and noninterview information recorded. The interviewer then
substituted the next household in order and continued in this manner until an
iriterview was obtained or the segment was exhausted.
It was realized that, with this scheme, bias would not be prevented whenever
the noninterviewed group of eligible respondents differed markedly from the
interviewed gr:oup with regard to the subject matter of the questionnaire. Thus,
the scheme is not concerned directly with the missing-data problem per se. Preven-
tion of such biases would require a procedure for getting more information about
these "noninterview" households---such as making repeated calls to the noninter-
viewed group as a rvhole or to some randomly selected portion of them.
OBTAINING AND PROCESSING THE DATA
The Questionrnire
Some of the members of the Regional Technical Committee and several special
experiment station representatives who had had experience in the subject-matter
field, i.e., problems of family living and activities-constituted a committee to
formulate a questionnaire for the North Central study, and the same questionnaire
'was used for the Nebraska study. The experience of the BHNHE in developing
questionnaires on housing and household inventories was utilized.
The committee members, using a farm housing questionnaire which had been
developed for a southern regional study, each interviewed several farm homemakers
in their localities. The interviewing functioned primarily to provide a common
starting point in adapting a questionnaire to the North Central Region, and fur-
hished specific insights into the problems of content, wording and organization.
Then the committee, meeting at Ames in January, 1948, sifted and integrated
specific criticisms and made recommendations for a tentative questionnaire.
"The general problems involved in construction of a questionnaire for this survey
wEr! as follows:
' l '"I. To define the subject-matter boundaries of the area of inquiry, i.e., what
types of data are desired-and, more concretely, to determine the basic data
wanted. Part of this was achieved by the early formulation of objectives for
the survey, Also early study was given to what major tabulations were wanted.
2. To phrase questions to obtain desired specific data in as objective a manner
as possible. This meant that questions should be worded so as to be clearly
il0
stated and uniformly interpreted by both interviewers and respondents.
3' To word and order the questions so that answers would be readily co,-
vertible to code.
' 
4. To restrict both the general and specific kinds of data sought and the length
of the questionnaire to bring about ease and speed in the interview situatiorr.At the outset the committee agreed on the variables which it wanted to use for
classifying the other data. Questions concerning these variables (i.e., family type,farm-nonfarm status, income group, etc.) were in general included in the last
sections of the questionnaire, both because they tended to be of a fairly personal
nature and because the respondent might have more diflicutty in seeing'why thev
shoirld be asked if they were presented first. The sections of the qulstionnairi
dealing with the Present Dwelling, the Family and the Farm were prepared in
consultation with' the Statistical Laboratory and several agricultural economists.
Questions on income were cut to a minimum, since they tend to be highly resisted.
rt was believed that if all the desired information were incorporaied into onequestionnaire, the time required for interview would be almosi prohibitive in
many cases. one could expect a large number of complete or partial refusals and,in other cases, hasty or incomplete answers. Therefore the colnmittee decided toput the inventory questions to determine storage needs into a second questionnaire
which would be handled.as a separate problem in interviewing and analysis.
Pretesting
The tentative Part I questionnaire was pretested in the field to check on its
effectiveness. .As a result a number of further changes were mad.e in the format
and content of the questionnaire. For example, the time required for interview
yas 
-cut_ 
even more by providing, so far as possible, space for the interviewer to
check the responses given_ to particular queitions rat-her than requiring her to
write responses in-longhand. pretesting also indicated that certain storage iroblemswere discussed voluntarily when homemakers talked about the househoid activities.
so corresponding short storage need sections were transferred from the tentativePart II questionnaire to the section on household activities in Part I. It was expected
that 
_coverage of a segment, with the final length of questionnaire, would take about
one day plus call-back time.
The questionnaire was approved for coding by the statistical Laboratory before
' interviewing began..special-blanks for coded"urrr*.., were provided in the margin
of each page to facilitate processing of data. The final questionnaire was checked
and approved by the cooperating agencies, "outside" subject-matter specialists antl
several statisticians;
One other feature of the questionnaire was the use of printed cards as visual aidsto.supplement certain questions. These cards served va.io.rr purposes, as indicated
below:
1. cards showing sketches of houses with flat and sroping roofs supplemented
the question: "If you were building a new house, *o,Ild yo' pieter a flat
or a sloping roof?" It had been found that respondents as well.as^interviewers
varied widely in their interpretations of "flat; and "sroping.,, The sketches,
showing modifications of the same house, established ^moie uniformity in
understanding of the terms.
2' There were several long questions ofiering the homemaker a choice of alarge number of fixed-responses.- The lengi=th and complexity of these ques_tions made it difficurt for respondents to keep track of the m.arri.rg and ringe
of choices, so cards were shown listing the poriibl. responses.
3. A card listing seven income groups,-identified by capital retters, accompaniedthe question: "what was the net income of the head of the household in1947?" The card method of presentation was aimed at reducing the emotional
connotations of the question, since the homemaker courd mintion either aletter on an income range as an answer.
u1
The Data
(Units of observation)
The data obtained were primarily indirect. Fixed questions were used, antl
responses were mostly controlled open-end answers, although some were multiple
choice or closed-end types. In scattered instances, direct data were obtained, either
by measurement or by observation.
Each interviewer was equipped with a steel tape measure. For questions re-
quiring answers specifying the volume or area of a space, the homemaker's response
was usually sufficient. Occasionally the respondent could not give an approximate
answer, but rvould indicate a container of the desired size. Or the interviewer
might probe for a more exact answer. In such cases, the answers recorded by the
interviewer would be obtained by her personal measurement of the indicated spaces.
Color of the head of the household was to be ascertained by observation rather
than by questioning. If the head was not at home, his color was to be inferre<l
from the color of other visible members of the household. In cases where the
evidence observed was confusing, the interviewer's guess was to be recorded.
Miscellaneous observations of the interviewer were frequently recorded on page
I of the questionnaire in a space for Interviewer's Comments. Such comments were
encouraged and added to the Central Ofiice's feelings of confidence about the quality
of the field work. In case of noninterviews, the interviewer was to record as much
information as possible about the house, family and farm. The number of stories
in the house, and usually whether or not there rvas electricity or a basement, could
be observed from outside the house.
The unit on which data are obtained is called the unit of obseraation. The
information obtained from each interviewed respondent dealt with:
l. the characteristics of tl:.e household;
2. the characteristics of the d,uelling unit in wl;.icll that household resided-
usually a complete }:,ouse or structurei
3. the characteristics of the farm,, if a farm was operated by some member of the
respondent's household.
One problem in constructing the sampling plan and the questionnaire was to decide
how to deal with these different units of observation. The chance of any house-
hold's being drawn into the sample was known. What difierences would be caused
by changing the unit of observation to the dwelling unit or the farm? If the new
units of observation did not come into the sample with known probabilities, biases
might be introduced into the data, and regional estimates for characteristics based
on these units of observation might be biased.
A dwelling unit (d. u.) was defined in the Questionnaire Instructions as con-
sisting of a room or group of rooms occupied or intended for occupancy as separate
living quarters by a household. A duplex containing two families would then be
equivalent to one structure but two dwelling units. The chance of an occupied
d.u.'s coming into the sample would be the same as the chance the household living
in it had. Horvever, if data are obtained about the structure or house, the chance
of a structure's coming into the sample will not be the same as the d. u.'s chance
whenever there is more than one d. u. within the structure. This makes no differ-
ence for characteristics like "possession of electricity," since what is true for the
structure is generally also true for the dwelling unit in open country. Other char-
acteristics, however, would be positively biased for structures, if the data obtained
from the d. u. homemaker rvere used unqualified. A number of questions in the
tentative questionnaire were modified so as to apply to the present dwelling unit
rather than to the house or structure.
In general, an attempt was made to make most questions apply to the house-
hold or dwelling unit. Thus, the questions on household activities relate mainly ro
those activities carried on by the homemaker, the head of the household ar,d/ot
t12
the farm operator for himgglf and for the household unir. A further discussion ofthe effects of the use of differeni 
""i"-"f'.tr*varion will_be given in a specialmemorandum concerning an evaluation of the survey procedures,
The Interviewers
All but 15 0f the 55-g interviews for the present study were made by the homeeconomist who had been trained for and n#.o-pt.t.a the 57 interviews for theregional sample.B The Ib nor made U, ,tri, 1",..
economist who was t.ui".aty il;Ua#.', 
rrclvlewer were completed by a home
Most of the intervi
throush 1""., roib. o,ill,?*,ffi: fiI*i'J:x,3J11:.*__:n-:.-p...d f.."T Aprir, rg48,time.;d;,e;g"-...*a,.i*1i,g;1il;ffi;;i:*rXT#i[il.,,iil:l;:.:.:rr.ti:T
closely against the office set of riaps arrirg urra ut-tte.tor.-of-irr,"r"ui*i.rg ro.proper segment location and sampling proced"ure.The editing procerture. emproyea ials * ;;;; follows:1' Project reader receives compreted q,reJtior.rai... from the interviewer, editsthem and prepares a correidon stip t.om eacr, questionnaire in which cor_rections are to be made-
, il*ffiJ;ffithe edited and reviewed questionnaires requiring correction to
3. Interviewer makes corrections in any questio:
_J:::1,: lT. *:Jo:"";il*,.ilii,;r":'j#l#.*' returned bv the editor andrne srare proiect reader edited a..r questionnaires during the interviewing period,primarily for consistency and completln;;;-;i-;;;*".r.Then rhe data were- r'u"a-trnliui"i-;;'r,;, These were g-inch pieces ofheary paper 24 inches r"ng. nu.h id;;;;,;-;,r';;;.,";;i,#X,ulo 
,r, ,specified square. Three ,t.lp. 
-*.r. ";;;;t-;; accommodate the data of eachhousehold' on each of these tr,.."-rt.ipr"ri"i" ii"rrtin.ution and other data userlfor sorting the households.::: 
-r.-:*;F;""d. A-fter tabulations were checkert,the necessary sorts and. counts were made and checked. wo.t ,r,l"ir"*"-..'p..pr."ofrom which rables ryere developed ,"J r,lill,l# calculations marte_
SAMPLE CHECK
Nature of the Resultant Sample
when all intervewins-was.completed, a chart was compiled to aid in the evalua-tion of the 6erd work' tr.i, i,.,uot'u.a 6id;; at ,u-pt" rerurns (both for com-pleted interviews and missing irt..u"*.j -t"y Iourr-ry ,.a'..gment as io"it.'o.iginnrdesign, and checking r.. iait"ril!"J'pirl"ri;;i;y of reporting returns. The 188segmen,' were found to contain r4g7 householJr, o, ,o average 7.g6 each. over g0percenr of the segments contained between ro".lrra t.r, tor.ErroiiJ. "6;;r;. r.g-ment (no. 22, inaccessible,. CTry County) *r, ..p..,.J r;;;;;;; 
.i*iil,., n.r*_holds; three orher (no. E in Ki;ball, 
".,.,ci]"'itJ.Willow, urra.ro. os.il,irrrlrlwere each found to conr.ain only two'act.ar-t*..r,.rar. It was obviously impossibreffJlr:- the fixert_take of thre'e r,""*r,"rir'r". i""*r..i"s;i;l;;hjJ1J". r.s_
Segment 24 in Lincoln County, located on the edge of North platte and wir-h1l expected househords, tas bee'n ."-il;r;i;'rri,r, ,p since lg40 until it nowcontained gg householrls-but the m.a-ilr..'"J-iJ. or rrorr.t olds were ro be inter-viewed' A fairry large portion ,r ,rc *i-"rJa'l.i"rtr. sampling errors (measures
3See pp' r22-r23 0f Form^Fo-mily Housing Needs and prelercnces in the Norrh cenrrarf,:5;'", 
*'"'"n' Publietion zo, ro. a"r*ipii;;i';1.1;. given interviewers ror the regionar
tr3
of the amount of variability found rvithin the sample units which can be attributed
to chance) arises from the presence of this segment in the sample, yet omission or
alteration of the segment once it had been chosen would have obscured the prob-
ability basis of the sampling process so that we no longer would know what chance
any particular unit had of coming into the sample. There were accordingly 559
fixed-take households to be interviewed.
The sample check showed that interviews were completed for b03 of these sample
households, while substitute households were interviewed in place of 52. For the
remaining three designated sample households all attempts to complete inrerviews
or make conclusive substitutions were unsuccessful.
Editing Procedure and Treatment of Missing Data
The main purpose of editing is to put the data in the questionnaire forms into
such shape that the only questions the code personnel will have to consider will be
those regarding code classification and organization of data. This necessitated a
final scrutiny of all questionnaires, after the close of field work, for completeness of
response. The checking in and editing of all questionnaires were done by home
economics stafi members.
Certain editing symbols were used in cases of incompleteness. For example DK
was used when the respondent "didn't know" how to answer some questions;
"nonapplicable" sections of the questionnaire, which the interviewer had been
directed to skip after receiving a certain response to a preceding question, were
crossed out with a long diagonal line; responses of .,none,,, ,.no,,, ,,nothing,,, etc.,
were edited in as O.
Ansrvers to certain quantitative questions had to be reduced to a common
denominator. For example:
(l) For questions, "What size is your refrigerator? ft.,, and ..What
size is your home freezer? 
---- 
cu. ft." the editor computed cubic footage if the
interviewer recorded inside dimensions of the food storage compartmen;. (The
interviewers had been directed in the euestionnaire rnstiuctioni to measure the
insides of the compartments and record their lengths, widths and heights, when
the respondent was uncertain about the respective sizes.)
- 
(2) Responses to the question, "How many feet of work space would you like to
have,for preserving food? 
----," 
rrere converted into the form of so miny feet in
length of a counrerspace 2 feet wide.
_ 
In general, no atternpt was made to edit in values for missing data. However,in case no income data had been obtained, a member of the Agricultural Economics
Department staff appraised the interview questionnaire, and hls estimate of income
range was edited in.
Duplication for Missing fnterviews
To adjust the sample for the three designated households for which no inter-
views of any kind had been obtained, a process called duplication was used. Thisinvolved (l) selecting a completed questionnaire at random from those taken from
households in the same segment as the noninterview household, or in a nearbv
segment, and (2) duplicating the contents of this questionnaire to take the plac!
of the missing interview.
Duplication is essentially a weighting process and was used for two reasons:(l) 9" the basis of past experience in the statistical Laborarory, it is believed that
use of duplication yields better estimates than would be obtained by using an over-all state mean for those households. (2) Duplication also keeps sample'numbers
balanced for computation of estimates of population totals and estimateJ of variance,
according to the original sample design. Duplication is especially convenient when
a large amount of machine tabulation and analysis is expected. '
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METI{ODS OF ESTIMATION AND MEASURES OF RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY
This section will describe appropriate methods for the Nebraska study for mak-ing estimates from the data coilected and for obtaining measures of theri u."r,."*.The two estimation schemes used here (one biased, the other uotiur.ai*r,i.li.
originally devised for the North cenrral farm family housing ,t.ray, u.rJ ,.uao.interested in the more complex mathematical, aspecis invorve-d. in obtaining esti-
mates of variation due to sampring are referred to the regional publication on theNorth Central Study.
Estimates of Means and Totals
Item or characteristic means presented in tabres of this report are obtained bythe following expression qmultiplied by r00 when a mean is^ expressed as a per-
centage):
i- (sample total for that item) _ X(actual number of sample households) 558
yh=: is thc sample T,.u",.11d X is the sample toral obtained by summing overthe 558 sample households. This mean is a biaied, but consistent estimate.An unbiased estimate of the total number of households in op.rr-cou.rtry Ne-braska is computed by multiplying the total number of househol'ds found in the188 segments, before subsampling, by the inverse of the first stage sampling rate:
N 
- 
82.5 (1497 households) 
- 
123,b02 open-counrry households.
I9t13t5"-1e"1.1:-.-p".:..rrrrges can be extended ro_regional totals by muttiplyinglnem by this estimate of the total number of households.
Measures of Reliability
(Sampling errors)
. 
F"I ::,iTuting the sampling errors when a systematic sample of clusters ofhouseholds has been drawn, the iolrowing device may be used. sinie, in the serection
of the Nebraska sampre, ail counties and ail .u-pii.rg units within counties wereordered and numbered contiguously, strata consiirinf of 2 t ,u-pfi"g ;;it. urd
9a9h cgntlininB two sample segmenis can be construcled_where t ls tf,e samplinginterval (82.5) employed in the systematic selection of sampling units.Thus segments r in sioux county and 2 in scotts Blufi county"may be considered
as selected from a stratum of th-e first 165 sampling units in tir. .tit., ,.g;.rt, Aand 4 in Scotts Bluff County, from a *trut,rrri of the next lO5 s.u.,s, ur? ,o o'through the 94 strata. Making the assumption that the two elements d.rawn fromany shatum so constructed constitute a random selection of two elements from thatstratum makes possible a vqry simple and approximately unbiased estimate of thestratum total and its variance.
The following notation may be adoptj:
Let L 
- 
94 be the number of sffata in the universe.
K 
- 
2 t 
- 
165 be the number of sampling units in each stratum.
k:2 be the number of s.u.,s selected as segments from each stratum.
i refer to the ith stratum.
a refer to one of the k sample segments within any sftatum.
Nr. be the observed total number of actual households in the ath segment inthe ith stratum , for a 
- 
1,2.
u5
Then for any one stratum,
or for the state,
.fr4-r(Nd.fN62)-t (NuJ
L
fr 
-, : (N,, *N,,)i- I
- 
123,502 households.
The variance of fr is estimated approximately (i.e., finite correction term,
K 
- 
h, ignored) by
K
Within stratum mean square from the
sample analysis of variance
(Nn,-ft')
I L(h-t)
(No, 
- 
Nr) where .&1 : No, * No, , the mean
I number of actual households per
segment in stratum i. '
This variance is the same as the mean square error expression (M.S.E.) for &
since it is unbiased. Thus the estimated relati,ae sarnpling error (R.S.E.)-which
provides information about the precision of the estimate-is the square root of this
mean square ,error expressed as a percent of the estimator.
i.e.,
lr.s.E. r-&) : too r'l r-&i
' 
'dfr/o
_ 
(r00) (8277.59) 
_ 6.70%.-_ww-_
An approximate 95lo confidence interval can be constructed for the estimated total
using the forrnula
C.I.-N+2R.SJ. .^r
- 
123,502 -r 2 (6.70%) (123,502) or
- 
123,5021 16,549 households.
The irterval (107,453 to 140,05I) thus covers the true unknown number of eligible
households in the state unless a one-in-twenty chance has occurred in the sampling.
In other words, we can say that lve are 95/o confident that this interval covers the
true number of open-country households in Nebraska.
(Scheme l):
The sample arithmetic mean x : where rz 
- 
558, is a biased
9
s
a:l
121x,1: r(+)
-Y t*
_ or_
nn
estimator of the population mean * = 4-- 
t-
where N is the total number of open-country households in the state (unknown)
l16
and the summation extends over N households. (x- is actualy an unbiased estimatorof g,', the mean of the unweighted s.u. means pertrousehoid, where,.g_;n, ar,"are,ot_weighted by the variablre sampling rates'within segments resurtinlg from useof the fixed-take scheme. p, is not of inteiest to us here, Iiowever.;
Within a stratum we estimate the variance of this mean by
i' qiS: tA (i,-i,), u.thereia 
- 
x,t x,.
'2
For the state,
;,4 =*[ *,ir(*,-iii,],i"..; :*,i, o
The mean square error of i as an estimate of p, is given by
M.S.E, (x) : V (x) * (fr, 
- 
1t)2 uhere p, is the rrue mean
of the unweighted s.u. means-perhousehold and (p, 
- 
p), is the square of .the bias.An estimate of the magnitude of this bias for sierai'cha.acteristics wilr be givenIater.
Similarly f3r t, (a biased estimate of the true total ?) , where ? _ fii, thevariance is estimated by
V (t) 
- 
x, v (fr) +f, z 1i; a 2 t cot (fri)
and the mean square error, by 
^M.s.E. (t): i, ttl l @ias)2
_ *, i, q*1 + fr, i, qi1 q *i 
"i (mD + (b,ar),The estimated covariance of .fi.and i is
rL
cou (nx) 
= +[ ," _, f , ,r,*,,J ,
where ?, is the unbiased estimate of ? obtained by using the second estimation
scheme described below.
(Scheme 2):
An estimator i, whiih is practicaily unbiased can be calculated, arthough it iscomputationally much more involved ihan the biased esti,mato. ot'tt.- p"p"uratio.,
mean.
i,, a ratio estimate of means per household,
+
= ;-, ruhere fn and N are the unbiased estimates of the total for a
characteristic and number of eligible house-
holds in the population
The variance of this ratio estimate, Z (x,),
: , ( +) : the mean square error.
=(+) "l+++P--'?l$^l
rt7
and is estimated by
,(+):(+)"1++rg +1
The estimate for the covariance was found to be
coa (t,,ft) 
-
(N,xJ-t (N6,*N,x,)
er6-;vy- -'----" ; h;1'll-
or, substituting for K and, L,
".*t,i,{[
Further substituting numerical values for tS and its estimated variance, we have
i' 6,t =' (+) : r#hlry + (oo44sz2) - ##+1
The unbiased estimate of a stratum total, for some item or characteristic x, is
N,I,. 
- 
r,r,][ r,, 
-r,,1 ]
Nn,xn. 
- 
r,u,l 
I 
r,, 
- 
r,,]]
,Ks
R- d: I
and its variance for the stratum is estimated by
t'('ia') : 
'" 
(rv,*, 
- 
ry,'r'
For estimates of state totals,
L
?.: X Tr:
i- I
t G,) 
- 
i 
,'( 
t'*, 
) : the estimated 
mean square error'
i:
Estimated relative root mean square errors for both scheme I and 2 then are ob-
tained as for N, i.e., are equivalent to the square root of the mean square error
expressed as a percent of the estimator. For xu and tu these are the same as the
relatiue sampling errors.For x and, t, the scheme I statistics, some estimate of the
magnitudes of the bias due to nonweighting within segments is necessary before
values can be obtained for the estimated mean square errors. Biases for the mean
were estimated as a difference from the unbiased estimates (* 
- 
*", in other words)
and are expressed as percentaBes of the unbiased estimates in table D-2.
Amount of bias due to adoption of a simple method of cstimation:
The magnitude of the bias in estimates i and f depends on the nature and de-
gree of relationship between the segment means on a household basis (or d.u. or
farm basis) and the size of the segment as measured by the number of house-
holds (or d.u.'s or farms) it contains. If the segment means remain relatively
constant for all sizes of segments, the bias in i and? will be negligible. However,
if the segment means show a tendency to, say, increase with increasing size of seg-
ment, a negative bias will result.
94
sf,
i-1
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Teslr D-2.-Estimates of means, totals, bias, and rerative root mean square errors forselected items.
Sample
total
(Number)
Weighted
samplel
(Number)
1497
456
863
r78
635
5731
1487
r283
Biased
x
0.3495
0.5197
0.1308
Unbiased
x{
0.3046
0.5763
0.t 191
Estimates of means Estimatedbias of x
as a per-
centage
ot;"
Number of households 558
u
,"
umber) Percent
D.u.'s: possession of
electricitv
a. None
b. Highline
c. Home plant
D.u.'s havin! running
water
Number of people
rn household
Number of homemakers
Number of farm operatorsIarm tenure:
a. Nonfarm
b. Owner, part owner
c. Renter
Age of homemaker
ln vears
Age df farm operator
rn years
195
290
l5
208
2178
554
496
62
254
gt-9
14.72
-9.81
9.82
0.3728 0.4240 _12.08
Per household
3.9032
0.9928
0.8889
3.8285
0.9931
0.8573
1.95
-0.03
3.69
Size of farms in acres 24Z,Z7g
214 0.11r I 0.1427 _22.15635 0.4552 0.4240 -i-.ei648 0.4337 0.4333 0.09
per farm
733,870 aea-6oz- --a902ZS 
_0.32
p..jlp: of_pgrro"
61,388 40.8141 41.007522,61r
21,589 63,844 43.5262 42.6484
-0.47
2.06
Estimates of totals Estimated relative root mean
square errors2
Item
Number of households
Unbiased
1'",
(Percent)
D.u.'s: possession of
electricity
a, None
b. Highline
c. Home olant
D.u.'s havin! running
Water
43,159
64,r86
16,157
46,037
r23,502
37,620
71,170
t4,712
52,360
14.22
r1.82
14.46
14.9t
10.13
7.t2
r4.98
7.05
6.70
6.70
r2.90
r3.45
12.45Continued on page l!0.
., #T,fl3i:"*Y,T,":::l*::, bv weighting the sample ,o,3.1 
.f.o, each. segment by the unversefor rhe shte. = ._--rt sampting rare and adding au th.r.;;j;;;.;.;.?,liI ,o*or,."
-",1,11",n?ti,-,,iii'".1'"TiT"r"lfri,#"ili*:-'enors ror the unbiared estimates (io) are esti-
Biased I Unbiased I niasedA I + I --
(Number) I (Numbert II t-'""'""r | (Percent)
ll9
Tesrr D-2.-Estimates of means, totals, bias, and relative root mean square errors
for selected items (continued).
Estimates of totals
472,83t
r22,650
r05,876
r7,626
52,360
53,516
60,544,273
5,064,511
5,267,t6t
Estimated relative root mean
square errors2
Biasedi
(Percent)
Unbiased
xt
(Percent)
Unbiased
t"
(Percent)
Number of people
in household 482,056
Numtrer of home-
makers 122,617
Number of farm
operators 109,780
Farm tenure:
a. Nonfarm 13,722
b. Owner, part
owner 56,218
c. Renter 53,562
Size of farms in
acres 60,351,390
Age of homemaker
in years 5,040,620
Ag.e of farm op.rrto: 
^-- __.ln vears 5,115,51+
2.74
0.64
3.88
30.69
8.39
5.13
r0.26
1.52
2.60
3.r7
l.t0
2.94
16.92
8.65
7.12
r4.50
1.88
2.75
5.95
6.75
5.39
21.69
5.92
t 1.40
t4.64
7.43
6.66
Examination of table D-2 shows the estimate x to be considerably biased for the
items "electricity," "running water," and "farm tenure," particularly for the non-
farm classification, and accordingly much less accurate than i, which takes into
account any correlation between an item and segment size. For the item, "running
water," for example, f, the biased mean number of d.u.'s having running water, on a
d,u. basis, has an estimated negative bias of about 12 percent. This means that a
dwelling unit in a segment containing only three or four occupied d.u.'s tends to be
less likely to have running water than one in a more heavily populated segment,
which contains, say, 12 or 14 d.u.'s.
Sampling errors and confidence ilterval statements3
The subject-matter tables in the main give, for sample items, percentage means
which are unweighted and consequently biased estimates of the true values. How-
ever, according to the above study of the magnitude of the biases, tables based on
household means would seem to have negligible bias. A confidence interval state-
ment for any of these percentage means (which have negligible bias) , with 95 per-
cent confidence, is determined in general by
estimated relative root
mean square elror
To illustrate, for estimated age of homemaker, the interval is:
40.814 -+ 2 (.0152) (40.814) 
- 
-+- 1.2407 years,
and covers the true average age of homemakers unless a one-in-t[,enty chance has
occurred in the sampling. Even if the one-in-twenty chance has come off, we would
expect the discrepancy between the true population value and the closest value
/
Sample mean x -+ 2 ( ) r;r.
Biasedt
(Number)
Unbiased
f"
(Number)
120
;.:Hl, 
t:i:".}rulfi. confidence-interval band, resulting from the random sampring
where bias in x or? is not negligibre, confidence rimits should be set up aroundunbiased estimates of the item meinJor totals, as for.&.
Check Data
(Reasonability of Results)
The l94b census of Agrirurture provides information concerning some of theitems that were estimatea, ryom^-trrJ.r-pi;.-i;-i"ble D-3 ,o-" -of tt" ,u-pr"estimates of totars with their .ss connde'nc; Ii*i,. u.. ,rrir*, *itr, .oirirrunr.figures for open country derived from the .1"r".- a.,r.
Tanre D-3.-sampre estimates of totals with .g5 confidence limits.
b. owner, part ownere
c. tenant
,ffi
occupled dwelling units, whether ontarms or not
Number of farm operator housholds
Number oI occupied dwelling units on
open-country farms
umber olpeople in open_country
households
enure: a. nonfarm
ntry farm ationg
Sample estimates
of totals: lg48
?, -F 2 RSE (f,)
105,876 -+. 1l
17,626 -r 7
52,360 -r 6.200
53,516 -F 12,208
123,502 -+ t6,Ebb
105,876 -+ 11,422
85,882 -+ 22,313
37,620 -t 5,04r
52,360 -+ 13.037
1945 Census of Asri-
culture data (usi"nE
I940 open-countrv"
I otals derived from
107,t49
I r0,034
386,883N umber, of oFen -cou n rry ;Aupied
dwelling units:
a. having electricitvB
b. without electricitv
c. having running w'ater
Number of open-co-untry farm dwell_
Irng units (whether occupied or
not):4
The sampre estimates alr seem reasonabre for these items. postwar increases inelectrification and oossession^of running ,,rl.-*.rra ,.*"rr-r*', i"'rg"ti..,io,of the discreprr.y t"t*..rr_Lr1'^-r"U rg?S flg"..r,;urre apart from the dissimilari_ties in type oI dwelling y:i:^:T_....".d. Aiargeriample size *ouraiJ'r,...rru.yfor croser or more reriible estimates, particulaily whenever the data for an itemhave been separated into a number of .it"go.i-o--'
472,831 -+- 56,290
r2t
For several other items, no comparable figures for open country were found.
However, the information in table D-4 may be of some interest, although the
census figures pertain to aII Nebraska farms rather than to oPen-country farms or
households only.
Tenrn D-4.-SampIe estimates for some other items for all Nebraska farms.
Item
Open-country
sample estimates:
1948
1945 Census of
Agriculture data
(including all
rural and urban)
A. For totals:
Size of farms in acres
f, +- 2 RSE (f")
60,544,27 3 -+ 17,7 28,57 4 48,164,832
B. For means:
Size of farms in acres
Age of farm operator
Average number of persons
per occupied household
(whether farm or not)
Average number of Persons
per occupied dwelling
on farm
x". -+ 2 RSE /x",\
490.2 -+ 142.2
42.65 -+- 2.34
3.83 -r 0.24
431.0
46.9
Unmeasured Errors
The previous discussion of errors due to sampling variation does not allow for
errors that might be introduced by the interviewer, the questionnaire used, trans-
cribing and coding processes, or some consistent behavior of the respondents.
Th-e interviewei may cause biases by rewording questions for probing Purposes,
emphasizing certain words, failing to obtain the desired responses, failing to follorv
insimctions correctly. etc. For example, an interviewer, by not asking specifically
whether any persons other than members of the family live with a respondent in the
same dwelling unit, may neglect to count a hired hand as a member of the household.
Some error may be introduced by the nature of the question or desired informa-
,tion. Incomes, for instance, tend to be reported lower than they actually are-a
.discrepancy which cannot wholly be accounted for by a memory bias, but is often due
to a deliberate attempt to avoid revealing a fact regarded perhaps as highlv
"'personal." In such a case the degree of bias may vary with type of respondent-
persons with higher income levels may tend to underrePort income, rvhile some
with lower levels may overreport. Questions are often unavoidably pointed or
"loaded" to get specific kinds of information. Failure to recognize the effects these
questions have can cause misinterpretation of responses and even result in making
€rroneous conclusions from the data. Preference questions sometimes create Pres-
sure for a definite response of some sort, and the respondent feels obligated to
,answer though he may actually have no preference. Errors of this sort may be un-
,detected unless thorough examinations of questions and responses are made.
Aside from occasional deliberate misrepresentation of facts by respondents,
there is likely to occur what is called memory bias for questions which require
respondents to recall events that happened over a long period of time. In some
cases respondents may tend to overestimate; in others, underestimate the true value.
Recognition of these types of errors is important not only to the analysis but
also to the survey planners. Much of the development of a good survey involves
the minimizing of such errors, at least to the point where the errors are either
v'ery small or of a compensating nature.
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